odd Peace: What’s Being Done?
Proposal To Re-train Engineers,
Extend Program Made by Dean
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avis Offers Gerevas: Weekend
Debate Past, Present’ Recreation

AWS To Gi
Award Sunday
Drive Starts t anquet

Sparta Partys Brent Davis yes y expressed astonishment at
opponent’s campaign tactics,
issued a formal challenge to
te the past and present polio( our t Sparta ) party."
a a prepared statement, Davis
. here is our challenge.
iidebate the past and present
-xi of our party with (Ron)
:,.413 and one other member of
Paper Ballot on Tuesday, May
in the Inner Quad at 12 noon."
’Without a doubt." the letter
(td, "Ron (Gerevas) has just
pleted the easiest part of his
paign Making accusations as
,:ponsible as these are is a
proving them is going to
, It tougher. Making the kind
statements
..nsuhstantiated
,. have been made is serious
.itti submitting them without
the other side its ’day in
denied to the student

1

push" of
.der the
Russian technical progress, a
longer period of training for sturegular
NO. 114 dents in engineering and
ie training of professionals may
S be the core of an entirely new
veapproach to engineering educelion, engineering head Norman 0.
Gunderson said yesterday.
Two major plans to accomplish
these goals will be presented at
the alumni -faculty conference to. morrow morning at 10 a.m, in the
Engineering building. E105. Stu dents will be admitted.
Eight faculty women have been
NEV,’ WRINKLE
nominated by their departments to I The proposal to lengthen trainreceive the AWS "Faculty Woman
tog time for engineers from the
of the Year" award at the Worn- present four years to include extra
en’s Week banquet Sunday night years in "professional or gradat 5:30 in the Spartan cafeteria.
de ree is
" ’ k bef
Carolyn Cottrell, AWS president,, granted is an old idea given new
saidyesterday.
I life by the race for space.
Tickets for the banquet are on
sale for $2 in the Activities office
Adm242, and in the Student Affairs business office, TH16. ano
in the Student Affairs businesoffice, TH16, Jane Johnson, chairman, pointed out. They will also
be available at the door.
Dr. Edward J. Laurie associate
professor of business. Will be th

body its fundamental right. tu hear
the full story on any issue."
PAINTED STRIVTURE
SJS recreational facilities will
Gerevas also in a prepared be open to the student body
Satstatement, charged Wednesday urday and Sunday as a part
of
that Sparta Party operated under the administrations campaign to
a painted structure, is not a demo- combat student "week -end miscratic party, and does not repre- chief," according to Don
Hogan,
sent the general student body.
supervisor of the program.
Gerevas commented to the
The idea for the week-end recSpartan Daily yesterday that, reation was devised by President
"Any issues that are pertinent to John T. Wahlquist and Dr. Charles
this campaign. I will be more Nagel, head of the Physical Eduthan happy to discuss with him cation department, to ease the
(Davis, at the Inter-Class Coun- strained relations between SJS
cil debate on Monday." This de- students and local residents, Hoghate, at Morris Dailey auditorium, an said.
will be held at 3:30 p.m.
The two day program includes:
As for the Tuesday debate chalSaturday men’s gym
lenge in the Inner Quad, proposed
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
by Davis, Gerevas said, "I will
Gymnasium area: Basketball
consider a public debate in the (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.); Volleyball and
Inner Quad at the time Davis badminton (2 p.m. -4 p.m.).
presents a formal proposal with
Pool: Swimming and diving
positive ground rules agreeable to p.m. - 4 p.m.); Women’s dressin.;
, ill parties."
room entrance on 4th.
APPALLING METHODS
Other facilities: Volleyball out ’Frankly. we are appalled at doors: Bag punching and wrestlthr methods so far employed by ing.
the opposition." continued Davis’
Special events: Trampoline in -1
, letter. "Now it’s not with these struct ion and supervision by va
charges that we are apprehensive, sits, gymnastic coach Roy Dv
their falsity will become apparent 112 p.m. - 2 p.m.i
Sunday men’s
Wend. election board chair- when they’re debated in public.
0-in
(12:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
- said yesterday that 3:30 this Only an acceptance of our chaldebate
lenge
to
the
charges
will
Co-ed activities: Softball, hadnoon is the deadline for subfurther cause for disap- minton, ping pang.
politieal
platforms,
in n
the avert
i
’la
oitaer
cer
pointmnt."
e
games volleyball and table games
form, at the College Union,
"We
are
prepared
to
deny
catsAn exhibition, as well as parti,
- I Ninth id.
in,; will .
chairman pointed out that gorically every charge, we have pation in square r!
the
facts
to
back
up
such
denials,
scheduled.
tonnes only to those candiand
we
are
determined
to
back, for ASH positions who have
track right down Gerevas’ list
DR, EDWARD J. LAURIE
i ty turned in petitions.
... banquet speaker
ind said a large number of , proving every one of the charges
:1 Party candidates failed to ; false," Davis’ statement said.
Iguest speaker. He will speak on
- ri correct platforms at the
"Potential vs. Pressure." theme
deadline, and will fae.
Villarrus,
little disqualification utiles,
’wino playing of the Women’s Week observance
NOMINATIONS
vocalist who is majoring in comdeadline is met.
Those nominated for the (scull..
candidates are reminde!
mercial art, will take his quintet
mandatory orientation meet to San Francisco State college woman award include Mrs. MairII.
i.
be pre- Sunday to represent SJS at an garet C. Pinkston, professor
the Council chambers of the
foreign languages; Dr. Alice t;
--III Union today at 3:30. Fail- sented by the senior class tonight inter-collegiate jazz festival.
i attend will result in dis- in Morris Dailey auditorium at
Six colleges, SJS. University of Scofield, associate professor ot
.firat:on. Wood stated.
7:30, according to Rod Diridon, Pacific, Los Angeles city college, education; Mrs. Marion K. Rich, senior class presidont
San Mateo junior college. Univer- ards, foreign student adviser
The movie stars Gregory Peck. sity of California and SFS, will Nliss Joyce D. Bolton, assists::’
I Jane Wyman, Chill Wills, Claude be represented in the festival. professor of home economics.
Jarman jr. and Forrest Tucker.
I Miss Bernice II. Tompkins. pr.which begins at 1 p.m.
This movie concerns a backOther members of the Villarruz , lessor of history; Mrs. Helen II
woods Florida family and its quintet are: Bob Esperanza, alto Stevens. assistant professor of
struggle for survival shortly after sax nad flute. Tom Kronzer. trum- I nursing; Mrs. Gaither L. Martin.
the Civil War and an 11 -year-old pet. John Gutierrez. drums and coordinator of ITV and Dr. Franboy’s love for a pet deer.
ces L. Starner. assistant professor
Frank Passantino. bass.
of political science.
The faculty women are nomiolilectii,n of more than 10t.
nated for their contributions to
Iren’s lastks will be dedicated
civic, college and church life. Miss
tea sponsored by Delta Ph
Johnson explained. Mrs. Stevens
m a national honorary frureceived the award last year.
’I, in the field of early child.
Fifty outstanding women students will also he recognized at
, tea will be held at 3 p.m
Piolari4.; the religion, ioundation and short stories. the ministei has the banquet. The ANN’S executive
dayII rooms 315 and 316 of
hoard will make the final selecLibr,ry. according to 51 is s for involvement in the political produced more than 150 poems. tions for all awards. Nliss Cottrell
issues of our day, Pierre! articles and short stories which
social
and
s
.re liarkiis. librarian.
I
said.
; Henri deLattre, noted director of I
C01,14XTION OF ROOKS
ACTIVITY CHAIR3IEN
The Cnimby-DeVore Collections the Bread and Vt’inc Mission in I
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
Thildren’s Books from Foreign North Beach, will conclude the!
will entertain at the banquet by
honors two emeritus mem- Ecumenical council’s five - part
presenting its winning March
.1 the college faculty. Miss I Frontier Forums series.
Melodies program.
deLattre, who has particiRev.
Emily
CrelibY and Miss
Other chairmen for the weekpated in national as well as PaciWho taught for in a n
long activities include Bonnie
,Ii the elementary education fic Coast peace and civil rights
Bowing, chairman; Laurie Musial.
"A
-meet. The collection recog movements, will speak on
decorations: Penny Patch, publiTheology of Freedom." Sunday at
’ their contribution to t h
city and Barbara Barnard, speakid teachers for the kin - 7:30 p.m. in St. Paul’s Methodist
er. Miss Terri Galvin is activichurch.
ICI( and primary grades.
ties Id, km"
Beach mission diNorth
The
and
edlication students
Is. of Miss Crumbs, and Miss reetor is. according to the lies..
are invited to attend Sun- Henry Gerner. Methodist campus
minister, one of the few ministers
iteritoon’s program.
accepted by those involved in the
DONORS
4. to the collection have Beat movement.
Hed the active and alumnae
Rev delattre, founder of t he
Dr T R. I.:
in expert on
of Delta Phi Upsilon, the Bread and Wine Mission, attended
most ressed cone etc, design, will
.eanter of Alpha Chi Epsilon. the Cniversities of Oklahoma and
PIERRE HENRI deLATTRE
address the campus chapter of
"to emeritus professors, Dr. Mexico, received his R.A. degree
. .. Forum speaker
the American Society of Civil
M Shepard and Miss with honors from the University
70 magazines Engineers Friday in El IS at g
.
Vender Meg. fits of Pennsylvania and his It D. de- have appeared in
.rDm.p
nothe
Lin, a professor of structurand Miss Ilelen Bullock gree front the University of Chi. and journals throughout
al engineering at the University of
tion.
,,aaineraterl with the fritter- cacti Divinity -school.
California
lecturer,
at Berkeley is considlie is a nationwide
II housing and cataloging
lie was ordained to the Preshaving appeared at the Univer- ered the foremost American RIP
leet ion.
byterian ministry in 1956.
glorify
Illion prestressed concrete,
Feature articles regarding his sities of California. Chicago,
William G. Sweeney, dean
" Education division, will work at the Bread and Wine nois, Vermont. Stanford univer- and will address the society on
semithat
subject, according to society
St the dedication cere- Mission, which is supported by sity. Chicago Theological
I’. Ile encouraged the project the Congregational chinch, have nary. San Francisco State college president John Heigh.
State
college.
Dr.
Lill has done work in many
:t was proposed to him four Appeared in Newsweek. Time, and San Jose
Rev. deLattre’s lecture will be countries, Heigh said, but has
and
tez Miss Frances Gul- Look. Presbyterian Life
students.
Interested
worked
primarily in South Ameriopen to all
On ads apt- of the active Trace.
no admission charge. ca and the United States.
A prolific author of both poetry There will he

SB Candidates’
orms Deadline
is Afternoon

Flicks To Show
’The Yearling’

Quintet Enters
SFS Festival

ibrary

ets Books

or Children

’Beat’ Priest Slated
For Sunday ’Forums’

Engineers Group
To Hear Address
By Cal Professor

Re-training and re-testing of
professional engineers "and pus sibly other professional people" is
a new American wrinkle to be
patterned after Soviet practices.
Dean Gunderson will outline such
a "Gunderson" proposal before.
the conference,
Under this plan, briefly sketched
in a newsletter, and an interviev
yesterday, professionals would t
required to take a "more rigotous examination" than the ii now given to certify engineers 1ty
the state, and then they would
be re-examined periodically. to
prove their competence. This rebe
examination period might
"every five years" Dean Gunderson said.
RUSSIAN MODEL
This plan grew out of discus.
sions with a Russian visitor "close -

Council Suggests SJS
As Site for Investiture

A suggestion made by the Fac;illy council asking that the
formal investitute ceremony for!
Dr. Buell Gallagher, the newly appointed chancellor of the state
colleges, be held at SJS was given’
to President Wahlquist for study
..esterday.
The suggestion was made in a.
motion passed by the Faculty
Council two weeks ago which said
that "it would seem fitting" that
the ceremonies be held here inas- .
much as "San Jose State College
is the oldest of the state colleges
;id is still the largest."
If President Wahlquist approves
i..e invitation, it will VS! submitted
tii the state hoard of trustees for
action during their meeting ai
Chico state on May 12. Presider,*
Wahlquist. presently recuperating
from a virus infection, was unI available for comment.
IDr. Gerald W. Ford, chairman
, of the Faculty council, said that

Cuba Topic
,Of TASC

Talk Today
Sidney Lens, author, pluiospher,
world traveler and labor leader.
will speak this morning on "Cuba
- What Policy for America?" as
the guest of TASC, Ben Zlataroff.
party education chairman, announced.
Lens, a veteran traveler on four
continents and author of books
and articles on political and social
topics, will appear at 11:30 sm.
In SI42.
In the last decade, Lens has
traveled through 42 countries and
has written articles which have
appeared in the Christian Science
Monitor, The Reporter and other
national publications.
Lens is the author of "Left.
Right and Center." *The Counterfeit Revolution." "Crisis in American Labor." and -A World in
Revolution."
In addition to his writing and
lecturing Lens is director of a
Chicago labor union.

if any investiture ceremony is held
at all, it is likely to be held at
one of the state colleges, because
"the chancellor’s office doesn’t
have any home grounds other
than a suite of offices in Sacramento."
The council in its motion "welcomed with enthusiasm" the aPpointment of Dr. Gallagher as
first chancellor of the state colleges and expressed its confidence
in him. Dr. Gallagher. who resigned his post as president of
City College of New York to accept the chancellorship will take

ly connect.-ith the first Sputnik launchings." he said. The Russian, a "Dr. Takati." told how
the Communists keep abreast of
new detelopments. No profession-

NORMAN 0. GUNDERSON
... "sputnik push"
person is allowed to continue in
field without some re-training
vt regular times.
For doctors the limit without
re-training is five years. For civil
engineers, required period of retraining is three months every
three years. -These are not simple courses," the engineering head
emphasized. "But are tough, advanced, and intensive."
Dean Gunderson said he could
foresee "the tremendous progress
of re-education of professionals
within a short time, five or ten
years."
Ile added that "No can say
! that once educated, you a r

Spring Alumni Week
Activities Near End

Dr. lin:hard ti. Tansey, professor of art, will present a lecture
on the French paintings now on
:display in the 5.15 art gallery-, at .
,an alumni reception tonight at .,
7:30 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi will hold its an-,
nual lecture-banquet meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the faculty dining room. All education alumni are’
invited to atend.
Tomorrow, at noon, more than
100 Golden Grads will gather in
the Home Economics cafeteria for
their annual reunion -luncheon.
, At the same time. some 60 me.
hers of the Class of ’36 will
brate their 25th reunion-lunch
in the faculty dining room.
I The Engineering department
scheduled an alumni -student
ference Saturday on "Engineer.
Education and the Professi,
The program includes a coffeell
in room E-105 at 9:30 a.m., and
luncheon at 12;30 p.m. at HaI
waiian Gardens.
Other activities concluding
Spline Alumni Week are:
9:30 a.m.---Home Economies department. alumni reception. 11E1.
I() a.m. Occupational depart ment. alumni open house, 1111303.
Noon 1Vomen’s physial education alumni luncheon. Almaden
golf and country club.
2-1 p.m. English department.
alumni reception C.,nf,rmoe room.
F0104.

world wire
(TB.% cliuRcif man,: ON
MIAMI. Fla. IUPIt natant Radio said yesterday that Roman
Catholic priests and nuns were streaming into Havana from Oriente
Province and indicated a general purge of the clergy was under way.
The broadcast. which heaped abuse on priests, said there was
"popular supisa-J" for Prcrier
eiro’ s aanti-ehtirch capaign
m
f -t
Sit I \ TI 1111.1 Nur, CHECK
WASII1N(’,D IN :I’ll
Pre,ident Kennedy yesterday formally
ordered a full-scale review of this country’s foreign intelligence effort
The President’s order, latest in a series of actions following the
Cuban invasion fiasco, was an amplification of Vs’ednesday’s White
House announcement that the President was reconstituting his hoard
of consultants on foreign intelligence activities
Sri’ NOT RRAINWASIIF.D
I.ONIX/N I CPI
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan yesterday
said British agent George Blake decided to become a Russian spy
of his own free will not because of any brainwashing in a Communist
prison camp.
"I would again emphasize that his action was not the result of
brainwashing or intimidation while a prisoner." Macmillan told the
11011Sti 01- Commons.

2 p.m . Delta Upsilon fraternity
alumni (lay. Chapter house stag
party. 4 p.m.
6:30 p.m. JournalLsm and Advertising alumni tour of new journalism building. Reunion dinner
will follow at Havenly Foods restaurant. Meicury columnist will be
guest speaker.
6:30 p.m, Police School’s Chief
Black dinner. Lamplighter restaurant, Santa Clara.
7 p.m. Kappa Alpha Theta sorority alumnae reunion. Villa Hotel San ST:itcs,

’Corps’ Credit
eceives OK
e
t rom ounal
A
.mit iv,
, .
two monists or grantim. iiesdenliC
units to Peace Corps vilunteers received official Student Council approval Wednesday and will now be
presented tin the college administration.
Dr. Ralph Cummings, dean of
admissions. is now expected to
present the committee’s proposals
to the Faculty Deans council.
which will study the means of implementing the program.
SHORT TERM PLAN
Various departments which may
he iiffected by the program will
reeelVe the proposals and are expectrsi to contribute to the program’s development.
The report by the Academic
committee of Student Council recommended a short term plan under
which Peace Corps volunteers
would register in a specific studies
program under a particular professor and receive units after fulfilling departmental requirements.
SECOND PROPOSAL
The second proposal WAS a long
term plan under which a regular
class would he opened up to all
students, thus "establishing a permanent status for the Corps units."
Francis Azimi. graduate representative on Council and an early
proponent of the program, stated
recently that he has encountered
a great deal of enthusiasm for the
Peace Corps units among administration. faculty, and students.

2.Q.Ptti

Interview

GETTING SET FOR A SMEAR?

D %it

Why Student Parties?
Ex -Officer Explains

The Customer Is Right
To students and Spartan Shops board members:
tructive suggestions that might be made
A number of c
about Spartan Shops policy have been brought to mind bytli
special report on the bookstore and cafeteria.
First. copies of the yearly financial statement ..hould he published or mimeographed. for all students and fucult to see.
There is no lack of interest in money.
Set owl, though board meetings are open to students, there
has been no publicity on meetings. A notice to Spartan Daily in
advance could correct this lack of information.
Third. board meetings are called at least twice a semester.
but "only when something comes up," according to Board Chairman John W. AberIe. If possible, some regular meeting date
should he set.
Regular meetings, announced in advance, would give student members of the board a chance to "bone up" on some matters. One person in student government, Executive Secretary Bill
Gi!bred’. said a meeting called to decide the placement of funds
was announcd only three days in advance, by mail.
This leads to a "rubber-stamping" of policies determined by
board members whose professional work is tied up matters not
always understood by students.
On policy matters. there is less room for criticism, if only
because the board is in a gray area of being forced to make part good, part-bad decisions and is open to all sorts of armchair
potshots.
Nevertheless, a merger of the proposed bookstore annex
with a student union should be studied. independently, by members of the board. The added cost of two buildings may outweigh
advantages of a separate annex and student union.
If members of the Spartan Shops board cannot decide
among themselves on policy, recommendations from the Student Council, like the ones proposed by Stan Stevens in March,
should be made.
This is one way of reflecting student opinions. Since Spartan Shops profits are for the benefit of students, according to
by-laws, students should express their opinions.
Discount policy is a "gray" area that needs another look.
Some of the most influeential board members, surprisingly. arc
against the discount. But they mistakenly refuse to be quoted
on their stand.
These suggestions are not to condemn the Spartan Shops
board. Their job is hard and thankless.
They deserve praise for their cooperation in the previous
series of articles, and for guiding the bookstore and cafeteria
into becoming prosperous firms. Because of the enterprise of
board members employees, and others, there are profits to be
ocncerned about.
But student finance profits through their purchases. They
should have more to say in profit distribution, discounts, and
W.W.
pricing policy. It should be up to them.

questions.
Said Gleason, an active member of Blue Key (national so-

A

4,/
’Thou Shalt Not Kill’

Atoms-for -Peace
Aid Disarmament

Peace Is Positive

(Editor’s note: This is the first in series of sin articles dealing with what is being done to help
insure permanent world peace. For a preview of whet will be covered, see editorial, "Peace is
Positive.")

PEACE!
What is it? How do uc
c it? Mort important, how do
we retain it: not for a momentor a yearor 50 yearshut
forever?
Through the centuries. Man has asked himself this question;
but usually, he has been too busy either preparing for war,
waging war or recuperating from war to transform his dreams
into positive programs.
Yet, that is changed as the human comedy laughs itself into
the 1960s.
Men have begun at last to recognize the need for positive
measures to acquire a lasting peace. No longer is it possible to
sit back and assume, that since actual warfare is not occurring,
there is peace.
Beginning today in the Spartan Daily is a six-part series
which will outline some of these positive programs (Atoms-forPeace, philanthropic work of the U.N., the U.S. Peace corps,
overall disarmament plans).
Additionally, the series will depict two drastically opposed
and extremephilosophies currently vying for the hearts
and minds of men: growing pacifism, which advocates utter
recalcitrance to war, and ubiquitous militarism, which proposes
more efficient and lethal methods of genocide.
The battle for peace has just begun. The U.S. today spends
$47 billion for defense: the Peace corps has been allocated $40
million. Dag Hammarskjold, secretary-general of the U.N., estimates that 8117 billions a year is spent on armaments by the
nations of the world. Other sources estimate that not more than
$80 million is being spent in the pursuit of peace.
Yet, as few as 10 years ago, not a penny went toward achievP.F.K.
ing peace. Perhaps the light is dawning.

". . . the United States pledges to devote its entire heart and mind to find the
way by which the miraculous inventiveness of man shall not be dedicated to his
death but consecrated to his life."
President Eisenhower addressing
the U.N. General Assembly
Dec. 8, 1953.

Political Atmosphere
Major campus activities are beginning to assume the atmosphere which traditionally marks the beginning of an authentic,
all-out political campoign.
For almost three weeks now, political aspirants for next
year’s ASB posts have been flocking to the numerous college
living groupsgreeks and independent alikeexplaining respective planks, platforms and personalities.
The eyes of the SJS electorate will be focused upon the two
candidates aiming for the top executive position. Both Ron Gerevas and Brent Davis plan active campaigns for the next week to
ferment students’ ideas and influence opinion.
Backing up each presidential candidates is a slate of officers
who will stand as one behind respective platforms. It is claimed
that these platforms will not bind the candidate if elected, however. If SJS is indicative of any trend, then it can be said that the
day of the truly independent political candidate at college is
through.
This, however, is not to say that the political "party" has not
found a home here. Judging from the recent trend, especially
among the opinions of those who have been elected to posts. this
is the best "road to election." The political party capabilities
are shown in the fact that the past two ASB presidents were
supported by a party machine.
On the other hand, the true merit of the campus political
party will he registered in its ability to reach and stimulate interest in the student body. To accomplish this, candidates should
utilize every means available to introduce themselves to the
public.
In the past, unfortunately, candidates, especially those vying
for executive positions, have relied upon the "machine" to gain
control of the known voting blocs. Little attention has been given
to the active, tree-stumping method. Too often ASB candidates
have depended upon the Spartan Daily to reach the "commuter"
or independent students.
To gain the electorate’s intere.t, the candidates must he seen
and heard. The candidates 11111.i 110W the student body that
there is sonic importance in tin- --indent government business."
Without the direct initiative and interest taken by a candidate,
it is little wonder that less than one-fourth of the student body
reports to the polls.
In addition to the usual charges and counter charges which
probably will continue to appear in this paper daily and in addition to the usual posters with the usual slogans and portraits,
there should he an abundance of debates and speeches, such as
the one planned in Morris Dailey auditorium Monday.
Somewhere between the voting hlocs, posters and newspaper
J .M.H.
articles sits the real electorate--the real power.

II

By DEN NI-. OPATRN V
What are the functions of student political parties? Do we
need them? What can be done
to better the situation on campus?
Guy Gleason, last year’s student body vice president, voiced
his opinions on these popular

By FRED SCHWARTZ
Following this historic address, the United
States government embarked on a plan of international cooperation which has become generally
known as the Atoms-for-Peace program.
The project, developed under United Nations
sponsorship, broadened in late 1954 after the passage of the Atomic Energy Act. This revision of
the basic atomic energy statute authorized various actions in the international field which had
been impossible previously.
The plan called for the creation of an international atomic energy agency to facilitate cooperation between nations in the development of
peaceful uses of atomic energy.
While not strictly a disarmament proposal,
the plan (which became a reality in 1957) sought
to create peaceful agreements among nations to
reduce armaments.
FIVE PROJECTS
Five projects were proposed as a result of
the Atoms-for-Peace program:
1. Drafting and negotiations looking toward
early establishment of an international atomic
energy agency.
2. Negotiations of cooperation between the
U.S. and other nations in the civil uses of atomic

energy.
3. Preparation for the U.S. to participate in
future international conferences on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy.
4. Establishment of a U.S. program for training students and professional men of other countries in the peaceful uses of atomic energy.
5. Provisions for the establishment of Atomsfor-Peace libraries for nations which desire technical literature.
The first International Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy was held in
Geneva, Switzerland, in 1955. At that time more
than 1000 documents on all apsects of atomic
studies were presented for the first time.
SECOND CONFERENCE
Two years later, a second conference was

-3-

-3-

held in New York City, at which representatives
from 46 countries presented more than 2000 reports dealing with such information as metallurgy, biology, agriculture and chemical engineering.
Nations shared such significant technological
information as the fabrication and development
of atomic fuel elements, power plants and the
use of radio-active isotopes in the field of medicine.
Even before the second of those two conferences took place, representatives of 81 governments had set up a permanent organization to
deal with atomic science and its peaceful uses.
This organization, called the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), is an agency
whose purpose is to "accelerate and enlarge the
contribution of atomic energy throughout the
world."
ATOMIC BENEFITS
It is a free association of nations whose objectives are to build a network of knowledge and
techniques which will bring to their people the
benefits of atomic progress.
IAEA promotes the exchange of scientific
information, and encourages the training and
exchange of scientists in the field of atomic
energy.
Each member is expected to report all scientific information developed as a result of IAEA
assistance. Member governments are requested
to provide the agency with quantities of fissionable materials (plutonium -239, uranium-233,
thorium, and other forms of these elements) for
use in research.
IAEA ASSISTANCE
Any member of the agency wishing to do
research or development of atomic energy may
request the agency’s assistance in securing material, services or equipment. They also have ac
cess to the agency’s new laboratory at Seibersdorf, Austria.
As in all other fields of peaceful technology,
exchange of knowledge of fusion and fission is a
necessity and a practical advantage for all nations striving for peace.

cial and scholastic fraternity)
and one of the originators of
SPUR, the first political party
at SJS:
LONG RANGE DESIGN
"The original platform of
SPUR was of long range design. We included such things
as longer library hours, a new
student union and more recreational facilities for married students. Naturally, these ideas
would take a span of years to
develop."
Gleason cited why only one
of SPUR’s original platforms
the new student union--ever got
off the ground.
Rivalry between newly formed
parties, supposedly working for
the same goal, but not in the
same way, he said, "caused
various parties on campus to be
viewed apprehensively by the
administration and apathetically
by the student body."
Gleason suggests that a Union
of Candidates would improve
present conditions. In such a
union, he said, candidates run-

ning for the four
executive rit
flees would be of the
same uni.
fled Party.
"This would give a
concerto
effort in order to attain
otherwise unattainable." goal
he
Would a monopolistic sa4
stud
government be democratic,
tolerated?
Gleason explains that
could happen. "Once
stub
saw Progress being
made,
would realize that a deem
on campus is more a
hindra
than help.

;rn
EDITolt I her, by
example of the philosophy being lived by the leftist pseudo
intellectual:
He never goes outside his door,
Yet he is familiar with the
whole world,
He never looks out of his
window,
Yet he fathoms the Way of
Heaven.
Truly, the farther one trwels
The less one understands.
Therefore the Sage knows
without investigating
Does nothing, yet accomplishes
everything.Lao Tzu.
The Sage and the leftist pseudo intellectual are alike because

they both know. Moreover, they
both know by mystical insight.
The offerings in this paper by
the Castro supporters are similar to the gibbering, slobbering.
jingling, howlings of Castro himself. I should hope the leftist
pseudos receive a cordial Invitation from Castro to come and
live in his wonderful, utopian
paradise. In Cuba the wonderful
benefits given the Cuban people,
and promised to the rest of the
world, should likewise he enjoyed by these junior Sages.
John Emerson
ASR 7307

Likes Drily Policy,
But ’Letter Shocking’
EDITOR -1 was shor kent
when I read Dick Daybell’s let-

ter in this column Tuesday. The
issues of which Mr. Daybell
speaks so disparagingly of are
of vital concern to students.
Approved housing and profits
from the bookstore and many
other issues are of vital concern to students because these
Issues have more effect on student lives than a one-night social event or some other specific
event.
These Issues also rate more
coverage because they are more
controversial and complex than
a simple announcement of a
single event or deadline.
I commend the Daily for its
fine editorial policy and say,
"keep up the good work."
John Paulson
ASII 1660
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ALL sHout.o AGREE
"Campus political issues sh
be the topics of student
gr
ernment," Gleason said.
should agree on their solut
Anyone could become a g
ber of the union and present
thoughts. They also could
for any office that they desired.
Gleason suggested that
paign funds should be restrict
He recalled that a man won ad
office with unlimited
fundtj
while his opponent had a ha
minimum to spend.
Gleason envisions more t..I
tural and social programs bein
Initiated by future student gar
ernments.
"We tried," he said. "but we
not fully successful."
He predicts more and innri
professional people will be hired
for full-time jobs now held 14
students (i.e., corresponding se6
retary, treasurer, and student
union manager).
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VENUS OR BUST
I read just yesterday that one of our leaders in Washing
thinks we ought to forget about getting to the moon, and, (nstea
devise a way to land on Venus or Mars.
Now here’s a man with rare foresight and ingenuity.
The moon, after all, is supposed to be peopleless, airless
foodless; It sounds like a pretty dull place to send troops, which
what we would send if we got there first.
The morale problem is bad enough in Greenland, but an
sional Laplander or Eskimo paddling by in his or better yet, her)
kayak kind of uplifts the bedraggled spirits of the men.
No such luck on the moon. The best that could be hoped
would be a free-floating space dog or --with luck a spare monkey
Unfortunately, many of the fellows in the service haven’
studied evolution, so the monkey might go unappreciated.
All this is not true about Venus or Mars. Scientists have
hard time determining what to expect from the former because
hazy cloud cluster (or something like that) surrounds the planet
The unknown is better than the known if the latter is undesirahle.
Mars hasas every school boy knowscanals. We on err
have canals, so there must be some connection. Possibly there
to be a land bridge between the two bodies.
The best thing about concentrating on Venus and Mars rat
than the moon lies in the inherent fairness of it all. There is
one moon; Russia and the U.S. are competing for their place
the moon.
But Venus and Mars add up to two. That means that we coy
take Venus and the Soviets could aim at Mars. And there d be
hard feelings. It seems natural to divide them this way. Vet’
(the one without armst is a part of western culture and Mars
called the red planet. It’s all very neat.
What we could do is send huge armies, a lot of bombers,
assortment of bombs and germs to Venus. while the Russians di
the same thing regarding Mars.
Then the governments would build more observatories so
the people could watch the fun through telescopes.
Just like the Rose PrOwl, nral you know how \s ell Washing
has done there.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

Leftist Philosophy
’Outlined’ by Student
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Dr. Hare Conducts
Symphonic Band
Concert Tuesday

,oa.ety
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Margaret Sa,idge, editor
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house today. Admission is $1.25
and prizes will be given.
PHI MU
"Cherry Blossom Time" is the
theme of a fashion show Sunday
at the residence of Mrs. Arthur
Stoefen in Los Gatos.
Highlight of the fashion show
will be Japanese fashions modeled
entative.
by Kimiko Ishii, foreign exchange
card party for the San Jose student from Japan.
the
held
at
be
will
Father-daughter dinner will be
, aliannae
?HA CHI OMEGA
ew pledge officers are: Teri
president; Bonnie Shaffer,
Diane Edlund, secp president;
cy: Barbara Hudson, treesMarty Horton, activities;
social; and Lou!belle Ostrom,
rep.
Fleury, junior panhellenic
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Greet the summer
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PE Club
Plans
Annual Luncheon

0*.
Tau Gamma, honorary women’s
0 physical education sorority, invites
Sall women in physical education to
attend "Oriental Fantasy," the
annual alumnae luncheon tomorrow at the Almaden Golf and
$ Country club.
s
Dr. June McCann, women’s
Zz physical education department
khead; Dr. Janice Carkin, associate
\ professor of PE; and Miss Pauline
St
Davis, assistant professor of psychiatric technology; will speak on
"Physical Education at San Jose
State, Past, Present and Future."
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Kimber Award Finalists
Compete Here Sunday

The SJS Symphonic band conheld today at the house with Nina
Five finalists will compete for and Miss Louise C. Campanari of
cert will be presented Tuesday,
Sanger as chairman.
the $3000 }Umber award in instru- San Francisco.
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall, under
DELTA ZETA
The competition, established in
mental music and a gold medal
The Delta Zeta Man will be an- the baton of Dr. Robert Hare, as1951 by John E. Kimber of FreSunday, 2 p.m. in Concert Hall.
nounced tonight at the Hilton Inn sociate professor of music.
Dr. Gibson Walters, professor of mont, was open to anyone who was
Donald Chan will appear as piat the San Francisco International
music. will preside at the event, under 19 years of age and who
airport for the spring pledge ano soloist in a performance of
which is open to the public without had been a California resident
dance. Finalists are: Jim Ray- Schumann’s "Piano Concerto in
since oci,d,cr 1, 1960.
charge.
mond, Lambda Chi Alpha; Ralph A Minor," first movement. The
Cotton, Theta Xi; John Erlick and band arrangement was made by
SJS JUDGES
Tim Murphy, both from Delta Sig- Harold L. Hillyer, director of
William Erlendson, professor of
ma Phi; Sid Maestre, Sigma Phi bands at the University high school
Ole
music. and John Delevoryas, ass.,
Epsilon; and Tom Spar, Sigma in St. Louis.
date professor of music, will to.
Chan recently won first place
Alpha Epsilon.
1: EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN I
among the judges.
Two Delta Zeta members have in Northern California prelimi*
NIGHT’S
AO
ALL
KIN
R
W
annual
tenth
the
in
Finalists
Federation
National
naries
in
the
received memberships in honorary
starring
PriEugene
include
competition
Clubs
of
America
contest
Music
of
organizations. They are: Bunny
Maclaine
Nan Martin &
donoff of Long Beach, a finalist
Balakashim, a life membership in and second place in the state fiUniversity:
Stanford
at
In
1958
WORLDS
THE
IN
nals.
He
is
studying
piano
with
NAKED
:GO
the Newman club honorary sociwith Gina Loilobrigida
Michael Halperin of Reedley; and
ety; and Gretchen Garrick mem- Thomas Ryan, professor of music.
Bobby Tabin of Santa Maria.
The program also will include
bership in the honorary national
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
*
science fraternity, Beta Beta Beta. "Charles County Overture," by
REGIONAL AUDITIONS
CV 5-3410
by
Thompson;
"Partite,"
Jenkins;
PI KAPPA KAPPA
ALL IN A NIGHT’S WARK
in
selected
were
finalists
The
by
Haydn,
on
a
Theme
Gary Hughes has two frogs in "Variations
IMITATION OF LIFE
regional semi-final auditions of the 31
training to represent the fraternity Op. 56a" by Brahms and "Military
IN QUEBEC *
CARNIVAL
Music
of
Federation
California
at the international Frog Jumping March" by Beethoven.
* Added Attraction FI & Sat ONLY *
Mrs
of
direction
the
under
clubs,
Other selections will be "Bolero
Jubilee at Angels Camp May 19
THE SUN
John E. Swan of Huntington Park * THUNDER IN
to 21. The two frogs, Wharf Rat Espanol" by Lecuona and "Auf- SO I. 01 ST REHEARSESDr.
Fresno
of
Stephenson
Jolene
Mrs.
THEATRE
MAYFAIR
:
and Tuna, have unofficial leg waerts! Bravour-Marsch" by Lut- Robert Hare, associate profesAdmission 75a
sor of music, gives pointers to
hold.
lengths of 21 and 23 feet.
Do -4 Dec stars in thriller"
The bolero is Lecuona’s first Donald Chan, who will be piano
At the Firemen’s Ball tonight,
MIDNIGHT LACE
the dream girl of 1961 will be an- contribution to the field of band soloist in the Symphonic Band
also showing
concert Tuesday, 8:15 p.m., in
music.
"Shall We Dance?," a lecture
nounced.
THE GREAT IMPOSTER
The performance will be open to Concert Hall. The concert will and demonstration of dancing will
with Tony Curtis
ALPHA PHI
be open to the public.
be given by students in PE142, a
A joint workshop this weekend the public without charge.
GAY CV 3-8405
class on methods of teaching
involves Alpha Phis from the Unidance, in TH55, at 3:30 today.
versity of California and the local
31
SUNSET BOULEVARD
Anyone interested is welcome esw th William Holden & Gloria Swansea
unit. The conference consists of
according to Margie Woodall
discussion groups and an emphaalso
WAA publicity chairman.
sis on good scholarship.
:CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS
Bonnie Crockett has been chosen
will continue throughout May.
GEARY THEATER
as an SJS song girl and Bonnie
TOWNE CV 7-3060
I 0%
IN-THE-ROUND
Produced by Leonard S. Field
Bowing has been selected as womDISCOUNT
best ;ore’gn mIk award"
staged
in-theof
Hearts,"
"King
BrenSwann,
Burge
Caroline
and
en’s day chairman by the AWS.
INGMAR BERGMAN’S
TO
playhouse,
King
Dodo
at
the
round
will
Hostage,"
"The
Behan’s
dan
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
STUDENTS
THE VIRGIN SPRING
Satand
Friday
every
playing
Is
run
through
two-week
continue
its
Shadow Brook Lodge is the
Fena,ciel
OUR WORK
scene of tonight’s spring formal, Sunday. May 14, with matinees urday evening through May 27.
THE BIG CHIEF
on
the
located
FULLY
is
playhouse
The
A dinner will precede the dance. on Wednesday and Saturday.
3UARANTEED
Winner of the first prize in the grounds of the Hawaiian Gardens
SARATOGA UN 7-3026
The ATOs are sponsoring Di-best sc,o award ’
anne Sarum for Lambda Chi Al- Paris International theater fes- in San Jose.
LIMELITERS
tival, the play concerns the zany
Couriev 5efevi..sion &mice
NEVER ON SUNDAY
pha’s Crescent Girl.
in
a
appear
will
Limeliters
The
characters who inhabit an incredal,c award
Hours: Am. to 6 p.m.
SIGMA KAPPA
DAY OF THE PAINTER
377 E. JULIAN STREET
"All Through the Day with a ible boarding house, where a young two-hour concert at the San Jose
at
8:30
and ZERO TO SIXTY
CV 7.5771
Sigma Kappa" is the theme of a Irish lad is held hostage, and his civic auditorium Tuesday
p.m.
first fashion show luncheon Satur- love for a maid in the house.
The folk -singing trio is comRAM’S HEAD
day given by the Sigma Kappa
An original musical fantasy en- prised of Lou Gottlieb, Glenn YarShrppilif
Mothers’ club. Alumnae from the
entire bay area have been invited. titled "Knight In Arms" is the brough and Alex Hassilev.
Prices range from $2 to $3.75.
Entertainment is themed in the new Ram’s Head production to ap"Roaring Twenties" style with pear in Stanford’s Memorial audi1Y, 4//ile-14e7/Re //rf/ei
flapper songs and dances featured torium today and tomorrow.
library Conceri
THEATER
CHILDREN’S
in the program.
Kit Rudonick of Redwood city
Records scheduled from noon it
plays Cinderella in the Comedia
Children’s theater production of ;1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the Ii
DEPARTMENT 1! III Pr
Prep Musicians
brary study room:
the same name.
STORE’
Corelli: Concerti Gross’, Op. B.
The presentation is produced
At SJS Tomorrow every Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at 1300 Vaughan Williams t4.ymphon3
’,Cog
and FOURTH
JACKSON
Approximately 6000 students El Camino Real. Menlo Park. It No. 3 Paiolial."
will attend the bay area high
school choral festival here tomorrow from 7 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. under
amosoxor
the direction of student chairman
Glenn Norish, and faculty chairman Thomas Eagan, professor of
music.
Fifty-five high schools will be
represented at the annual event,
which is sponsored by the Music
department.
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’Shall We Dance?’

ihvhfivht,

Put magic into your fingertips
and train them to create glum.
orous hair fashions as you prepare yourself for a career in beauty
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
before 11:30 a.m.

The Charcoal Broiler
32 W. San Fernando
CV 7-9632
Mon. -Fri.-7:30 am, to 7 p.m.
Sat.B:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
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Final Performances
Of Play Sold Out

cuut
d be n)
Venus
Mars s

All seats in College Theater are
sold out tonight and tomorrow
night for the final performances
of John Steinbeck’s "Of Mice and
Men." The Speech and Drama production ends its run tomorrow.
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GIRDLES...
BRAS...
FITTED TO
REALLY
FIT .. .

or
Bare
Just
arrived
Swimsuits.
Petti
of
Encino.
Sizes 5 to 15.
$13.98 to $17.98
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Its what’s up front that counts
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[FILTER-BLENV, is yours in Winston and only Winston.

Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
R .1 Reminds Tonere, en.. teinktnnIllslen.
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WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!
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’Miss Greater San Jose’
On Radio KLOK Sunda
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’Oldest’ SJS Grad Recalls Days
When She Toiled as Coed
By DAN PETERSEN,
An old woman, who was WALLated from SJS before most of our
fathers were burn, sat in her
porch swing yesterday and recalled the days she went to school.
"The people were good and
pleasant then," said Mrs. Ada Elliott Barlow, who now lives a
stone’s throw away from the campus, and is possibly the oldest livIn graduate of SJS.
Mrs. Barlow is 94. She was born
In Placer county a year after Lincoln was assassinated.
WORKED HARD
She was graduated in 1887 when
Grover Cleveland was president

FRESHEST DONUTS

.,
.:

72 Varieties

Gingham Girl Donuts i:
5.96.68
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"We didn’t receive degrees in
those days," Mrs. Barlow reported,
"but we worked hard and had to
persevere to graduate."
Like many students today, Mrs.
Barlow had to work her way
through college. "1 took care of a
doctor’s family. He lived on 6th
St. between San Fernando and
Santa Clara," she related.
Mrs. Barlow has three sons and
a daughter. "I was the baby of
the family," one of them. Charles,
57, said.
Mrs. Barlow now lives with
Charles on Orvis St. The others
are Harold, 66; Loyd. 61, and Ludlle, 67, he reported.
"After I left normal school, I
taught in the original Whisman
school down in Santa Clara " Mrs.
Barlow remembered.
"There was only one room in it
and the salary was a meager $80
per month but I was interested in

RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
vAPORTED GIFTS
YPORTED RELIGIOUS STATUES WITH CRYSTAL EYES

o
St haat 9 to 4
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CY 4-6605

1396 E Santa Claris

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR sz.DOWNTOWN HOTEL
Ior

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKIN’S
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager

CYpress

4-9404

FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCIION
TELEVISION SANOUE1 ROOM,
FOUNTAIN
COFFEE SHOP

HOTEL
MONTGOMERY
San Jose, California
South First St. at San Antonio

kicaPdo:o’
ENTERTAINMENT
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
FEATURING:

"The Highwaymen" of SJS

k

Plus
A Happy Hour every :aturtlav 6-8 p.m.

*formally San Remo’s

IIIRK ANGELO
OF

SAN FRANCISCO

styles
high fashion flats
for coeds

218 Willow

teaching and felt it was a good
way to begin my career," she said.
Mrs. Barlow taught six years. In
1893 she lived with her husband,
Doctor Elliott, in Mayfield. Elliott
was one of the first dentists in the
Palo Alto area.
STANFORD BEGUN
"We lived in a big two-,toty
house when Mr. Stanford was formulating his university," Mrs Barlow recalled.
"We had gas lighting then, which
was unique became it was so new,
and our own generating unit was
in a shack behind the hluse," she
said. "And I can remember P..lo
Alto at the time tooit was just
a railroad station."
Mayfield could have become the
Stanford university college town
then, Mrs. Barlow claimed, "but
the people who ran Kayfield
wouldn’t clean it up so all the students went over to P,ilo Alto."

Lost Items Sale
Slated by Spears
Want Is good sweater far that
cold morning cheap? Or a fraternity pin without the trouble
of bothering with the fraternity
man? Or a class ring? An SJS
ring? A fraternity ring? Almost
anything?
Students will have a chance to
purchase all the above and more
May 16 and 17 when the Spartan
Spears (formerly Spartan SPURS)
hold a sale at the College Union,
315 S. Ninth St The service organization will sell everything that
has accumulated in the College
Union lost and found department.

iiii,iii i ,..ii .iii 1.- SJS’ entati,.., in
,
local ,ii
own Patricia TCaVIS, will tell what summary
she likes most about life on the will complete Sund.
Excerpts from th,
Spartan campus Sunday on the
student -produced "Showcase SJS"
radio show.
Miss Travis will be interviewed
by Chuck Lagomarsino on the
"Closeup" segment of the program. The show is aired at 9;30
p.m. Sundays on KLOK, 1170 k.c.
Dr. William J. McLurney, assoI chute professor of engineeting, will
speak informally with communicator John Cailleau on opportun1 ities in industrial technology dur7t0
ing the "Career Forum" portion,
according to progtam spokesman
Saturday
Roger Macioge.
NIGHT
MAY 6

TELEVISION

4.111.1111i

BIGGER AND BETTEREd Dionne, associate profesor of English (left) and Frank GIa.s, SJS Class of ’55, examine a model of
the new engineeririg building, now under construction. The model
will be on display tomorrow at the Alumni -Faculty conference in
engineering. Dean Norman 0. Gunderson, head of the department will outline two proposals for upgrading standards of professional enginee,s

Reservations Begin for Trip
To Hearst’s Famed Estate

SCIENCE CREDIT
Although the signup is just for
the Fallen Leaf program, students
may signup for the other two, Mrs.
Ellis said. A $16 tuition fee is payable upon registration. An additional $16 is required for food.
One unit of science credit is offered for each of the sessions
Birds, trees, insects, geology,
wild flowers, mammals and teaching aids are included in the program. Mrs. Ellis explained the
students follow trails orgarized to
study the natural features and associations found at the locaPons.

Students are organized into
trail groups and are rotated in
such a manner as to cover each of
the above areas. Afternoon trips
are conducted to special points of
interest.
Dr. G. A. McCallum, Biology department head, is director of the
program. Several other SJS professors are participating. They are
Dr. Wayne Kartchner, head of the

Spaztanady
Entered as second class matter April 24
1934, at San Jose, California. under the
set of March 3, 1879. Member Califon
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re.
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distinctly yours is this taper -toe,
shield -heel, wide strapped shoe
with puritan buckle.
BLUM’S SHOE SALON

hidan0 styled in Bone,
Wh.fA 0! Drab Cactus
ly
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I
fee of $12.
r, time of
signing up in the Humanities of Bee, F0127. The trip will be the
weekend of May 21 and 22.
Dr. E. P. Panagoixados, associate professor of history, and his ,
wife will chaperone the group. All
students are welcome but Humani-;
ii’s club meml,ers hase priority.

’Perspective’ Show,
iAired on KNTV,
To feature Quartet
"Music for Strings and Orchestra" is the subject of tomorrou
show in the student -prosio.
"Perspective" television series
broadcast by KNTV.
Featuring a string quartet of
three professors and an SJS senior, the show will he telecast at
11 a.m. on channel 11.
STRING PERFORMERS
Performexs on the program will
be Dr. W. Gibson Walters,
sor of music; Donald Homuth and
John Delevoryas, associate professors of music, and Bruce Stinnett,
senior music major. Narrator will ’
be Patrick C. Meierotto, assistant
professor of music.
’EXPLORATIONS’ SUNDAY
Don Kirkorian is director of the
production and Dr. Clarence E.
Flick, associate professor of drama,
producer. Selections from HanHaydn and Beethoven will be
pe rf ormed.
, Field creatures will be examined
Sunday on "F:xplorat ions," a series
produced by ITV and broadcast at
11:30 am. on KNTV.
Narrator Robert Ilassur, instructor in science education, will have
as his guest Larry Moitozo, direc, tor of the Youth Science institute

SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE

Open Thursday ’fa 9 p.m.

Hollywood
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Accepting Group for
Actors Workshop.

Call CH 3-507i
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new ideas! The
first
Golden Point rest
t in California!
We give you speedy service plus high
quality food!
Open
10 au,. to 12 p.m. Daily
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2940 Alum Rock Ave.
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SAN JOSE STATE PRESENTS
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CONNIFF

LIVE! ON STAGE!
IN PERSON!

HIS ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS AND
to pain-Toil

JoselultIrni
Civic Auditorium3111E0

Sat., May 13
at 8:30 p.m.
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CY 5.0888 or at S.) State College
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Executive Secretarial Course
College and University Won,
NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
JULY
1961
Send for College Coratog
525 Sutter St.. corner Powell
Gan Francisra 2
EX 2-5232

COCOA11111
GROVE

and Drama Coach Now

Ill/\\
For

Mow of the immortal Crlerm14111er
. as played by his brother,

DRAMA WORKSHOP

San Francisco by
the Golden Gat..

Son

first at fountain

ORCHEST RA

Physical Science department; Dr
John Harville, associate mac
of biology and science educal
Dr. Henry Weston associate z,
ogy professor; Dr. Arnold Api
garth, zoology professor; Dr.
bert Ellis, physiology Prore"-,
and Dr. James Tilden, entomology
professor.

GRACE BALL

Jose Municipal Auditorium
Tuesday, May 9, at 8.30
In A Great Two Hour Concert
Tickets. $3 76, $3.00, $2.50, $2.00
available at
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL CY 5-0888
Two laugh and song filled hours with America’s most exciting
folk trio EXTRA! KSFO’s Jim Lange to M.C. Dor’t miss the
performance! Tickets won’t last long so get yours today!

ehb MILLE

99 10th

JOE’S TELEVISION
CY 7-3541
St.
N.

aft

are now being
Reservatii
taken for the annual Humanities
club trip to Hearst castle in San
Simeon, Pat Wilson, publicity
chairman, has announced.
Transportation by bus, overnight
accommodations and adrnissian to
the fabled landmark are covered

107
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Summer Nature Students
Have Choice of 3 Areas

Under the pines and on top of
mountains are the birds, beasts,
and plants studied by students in
the West Coast Nature school’s,
summer sessions program.
This summer the school has
planned three week-long sessions
at Fallen Leaf Lake, south of Lake
Tahoe (June 18-23); Sequoia National park (June 25-30): and
Cambria Pines, south of Hearst
castle (July 2-7).
Signups for the Fallen Leaf session are on May 10 at 8 a.m, in
front of S127, according to Mrs.
Dorothy Ellis, secretary of the
West Coast Nature school.
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en House To Be Held Today
For New Industrial Arts Building

lie Indust,. Arts deparliiii
a ill sponsor a panel disctuision
’Trends in Content of Indust!,
Arts Within General Educata,i
tonight at 7 In E118.
Panelists for the discussion will
be: Robert Woodward, consultant
Ralph C. Bola:
11,,ILIS
Returihr4; SJS Industrial Arts a new
in industrial arts education for
the California State Department alumni will find a change from the trial arts building today in an all- head of the Industrial A: ts dehiartment, "the finest industrial
of Education: Frank Fiscalini, su_ old I.A. building when they tour , day open house.
perIntendent of the East Side Un- I
ion high school district: Johni
Moody, associate professor of education: and Dr. Ralph C. Bohn.
head of the industrial Arts depart- ’
merit. Dr. James F.. Stevenson.!
professor of industrial arts, will bei
modeiator.

DE. C. Grant litirton, execati ’e ,u f SJS at a Istrielieon-meetingi
HI 1iik !! !he prores. ..f the Greater San Jose Chamber
.f Commerce here at noon today.
.1111111111111100101110010011111111111.1–
?
College administration and inc.!
12 varieties of
ilty are invited to attend the
?
incheon in the barbecue area
bear the Women’s gym, according
ZZ.
Frank Freeman, co-chairman of
the event. Price of the luncheon
DANCING
42.
FINE ITALIAN DINNERS
The annual program was ached& SANDWICHES
ced In conjunction with the activi’les of Alumni Week and Founders’
Tonight is
Freeman explained.
Hartley We
t, Chamber
mesident, will coordinate the pro6 fo 8 p.m.
cram. Ile is general manager and
REFRESHMENTS !Sr A GLASS
lee president of the main branch
of the Bank of America.
1{0M11E-IN PIZZERIA
The 140-voice combined Glee
CY 5.0146
1076 The Alameda
club, under the direction of Dr.
Parking in Rear
cars Lease, associate professor of
Open Ii 41.111. III 2 a.m.
.11l1111111111111111111M11111111111111111111r music, will present entertainment.
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Crescent Girl Due
For Unusual Ride

Following the crowning of this
year’s Crescent Girl tor Lambda
Chi Alpha’s formal tonight at the
ilia hotel in San Mateo, the queen
will board a pushcart and prepare
MELIIANIt: ON lit Vt
to be pushed by the fraternity men
At ’foMATIC THAN!, MI;,,,loN1 i lii IE
to the Lambda Chi house at University of California at Berkeley.
\Moll CREDIT CARDS R1)7,44)101)
Lambda Chi John Halvorson revealed that the new queen to reign
over this year’s annual Pushcart
an’3 24-i/our
Relays, will be the guest Of honor
CY 4-52111 * in the pushcart for the estimated
E. SANTA CLARA
*****************erkenlrinkdnlrlrseer***drdrir***ffnfr***** 6-hour trek to Cal. According to
Halvorson, the fraternity brothers
will make the trip regardless of
weather conditions after the dinnet -dance.
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Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS
Opon

your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

Mon. & Thurs.

mobile laboratory. Another student (foreground), is up to his elbows in work. This shop,
along with 18 others is open to visitors today.

SURGERY NEEDED/A student seems to be
asking a bystander as he checks vital "intestines" of an automobile engine in the IA auto-

Aero Test Cell May Be
One of Nation’s Best

Completely equipped to fill all

td 9 p.m.

2417 Stevens Creek Rd.
sse5-O388
e
nearvreauy
Fair)

would be used in the sound dead By ELIAS ABI:NDIS
What may be one of the nation’s ening exhaust vent to which metal
could he added or taken off if
41.-.41.1-11.1....ealleaselsratstiteletalltrIletebieltastells As"), outstanding test -cells for jet en- expansion or reduction is needed.
gines will soon be built for OW
Design and specification for the
SJS Aeronautics department at
test -cell have been set primarily
the San Jose airport.
Prof. Thomas E. Leonard, head by the Aeronautics department,
America’s Most Beautiful Ho/bran
of the Aeronautics department, said Professor Leonard.
said the test-cell will be able to
One of the obstacles which the
handle any present type of jet department has had to overcome
engine and some rocket engines is the needed flexibility of the
when construction is finished, pos- laboratory to accommodate the
SUNDAY
variety of let engines used today.
through
Die Rhinelander1 sibly next year.
A test -cell is a concrete building ; This will be overcome if metal
THURSDAY
Ua
used for testing jet engines, which , additions are used on the exhaust
Band
Wilda
1,1 r are held stationary inside. A spe- vent.
Baughn
Fri. & Sat. Nites’l cial control room is built adjacent
PRAISES HELP
5.4.; and Her Piano
, to the testing room. From this
Helping the department in ch.room the engine is subjected to a
signing the laboratory have been
number of simulated flight condisarious United States electronic
tions.
and aeronautics companies.
conbuilt
vents
are
Specially
7-2002
CY
51 So. Market
structed at both ends of the test Professor Leonard praised the
trivia/4\v-\tr Attar triarirraraTibiff
cell. One is used for air intake and help from the State Division of
, the other for exhaust and sound Architecture. He indicated that the
proofing.
main responsibility for building the
laboratory was given to the de’GREAT POTENTIAL’
partment, which has asked fot
Professor Leonard said the &IS
and ieceived exactly what has been
, test -cell will be used primarily for
needed to construct the test -cell.
instrument and propulsion instruction and tests. He said students
The laboratory will be constructwill be instructed in various meth- ed adjacent to the new Aeronautods of recording engine perform- ics department building scheduled
ative by the use of several instru- , for construction at the San
ments.
airport next year.

al the nati,i.i
ni will tour what is now the largest industrial arts building in the
slate.
The Industrial Arts department
was tomerly located on what 14
now the corporation yard.
BEGINS JO A.M.
The progriun begins at 10 a.m.
, and etaLs at lu p.m. An award assembly and a parwl discussion ale
scheduled in the afternoon and
evening.
Nineteen laboratories will be
open to the public. Visitors will see
students working on a variety of
subjects ranging from driver education to use of metals. Faculty
members will be present to answer
questions.
An afternoon highlight will be
presentation of ii $250 SChOlarShiP
in EllS to John Long, freshman
industrial arts teaching majot. The
award is annually presented to a
highly qualified high school grssaluate enrolled in the Industrial Arts
department.
AWARD GIVEN
The award is given by the California Industrial Education assn.
Following the award, pins of
leather portfolios from the A.1..1112
’ii. will be given to 40 graduating
students receiving teaching credentials in industrial arts.
A panel discussion on ’Trends
in Content of Industrial Arts
, Within General Education" will
start in the same room at 7:30
p.m. The panel is jointly sponsored
by Epsilon Pi Tau, Industrial Arts
fraternity, and the Santa Clara
Industrial Education assn.
SELFSERVICE LAUNDRY

77---zzuguawaz
Old World Charm in Dining

Real CLEAN Wash

"BEST WASH"
N

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

,

Professor Leonard indicated, "we
will have a great potential for
carrying on research when the laboratory is completed." He added
that very few colleges or universities have test -cells.

In planning the test-cell, Prof.sor Leonard visited practically e%
ery major institution through .s.
the nation owning a similar tjpe
of laboratory.

Approximately 90 instruments,
measuring conditions from oil pressure to jet engine tailpipe tempera-,
A gener:al meeting ca the Islure will be built into the laboralamic soicety will be held Sunday
tory.
at 7:30 p.m. at 545 S. Ninth St.,
Construction of the laboratory Hal Bassiri, club representative,
may be a combination of concrete announced today. Everyone is in and metal. Metal construction sited to attend lie said.

Islamic Society

CY 2-0462

New"wetter-than-water" action melts beard’s tough.
"%enel.ilhin.,,,ater"
ness-in seconds. Retnarkabh. new
onion gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your heard’s toughness like hot
towels and massage -in srrends.

ROLL ’EMOne of the many laboratories which visitors to the
this section
Industrial Arts department’s open house will see
of the Graphic Arts laboratory. In photo above ..dents work
on job presses finishing projects.

Dorm Assistant Applications
Due Today in Housing Office
’Itslay is the last day applic.i..
’inns for resident’s assistant positions may be obtained and turned
in to the housing office, Arlm266.
According to Robert Baron, housing coordinator, there are 12 positions open in the six dorms.
Under the direction of the hem
i....istant sell? help it
resident

the
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely fool
agents
blade. A unique combination of antievaporation
No
niakes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm.
gives you
re.lailiering. no dry spots. Richer and creamier.,.
cleanest -and moat
the most satisfying shave...fastest.
torn fort able. Regular or mentholated. 1.00.
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35’

a line,

For dining and relaxation

ninellei kOOM

Cameo eon,
32 new

4
4
44.

SALON OF BEAUTY

plus FREE shoes.
(Mon. through
p.m.)
12 a.m. 5

cjay

,
10t4. and Sainte Clare

GLANA’S

BOWL
SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

ON..

Corsages
Bouquets

Your ASB card entitles you to

at

s F 5,rw

eakin el4
9/m1,p
cc cp

garden City 11ofirati

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...
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Dean Burton To Discuss Industrial ArtsDept.
Progress at SiS Today T ? Sponsor Panel 0

deluxe lanes

Free bowling instruction every day but Sunday
White Bros

Ann Darling Bowl

K:a;b:cKe8e36R7d:

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
and operatein of
on all beauty services
student self-government in the t
WED.
TUES.
halls. Being responsible for 75 stu- ; MON.
Continued Special Rates
dents. the assistant aids in the
on shampoos and sets
advisement anti referral of stuall five days
dents with academic, personal or
CYpress 7-6979
other problems, Mr. Baron said.
Applicants must be upper-class
167 E. Williams St.
or graduate students with a 2.75 or
above grade point average. Mr.
Baron said the applicant also
should have had experience in residence hall or other group Ii’ inc
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
or experience in organization and
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
administration of group activities,
Savings
up to $120 on automobile
ir
successful employment exCr. sow common for
; sTienee.
married ’nen under 25 ’men of
California Cesuelty
the
ids
age
LIIIIIIll1111111111111111lPIIIMIIIIIll1111111
Indemnity Exchange.
in this age bracket
"Married
men
=
genrelly paying escesslre
are
E.
174.
premiums for the degree of rill
E
involved." says George M. Comp..i’
F.
bell, Spartan Representative for
Ph, Eschange
"We believe thet married men
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver. and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to riles
For 99999 drivrs."
For 0111111.100: A nsrried men, age
EDelightful dining
22 with letiity Injury Liability
assured everyfirne
$10/20,000, Property D rn q
$5.000 and Medical $500 pays
year vrIth most in.
about $157
sura..ce cempenies. With Call.
lornie Ctualty he would pray
about $110 less 516 dividend, or
net of $64 (based on cur’s*,
20 per cent dividend) Thus he
=
64 E. SAN FERNANDO E
ta.es about $93 with this Ee
CY 3-9918
chnge (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
BREAKFAST -LUNCH DINNER
’1?
Campbell declared thet even wt.
merried men and carnal% girMI
good driving records may sine
over 20 per cent
Call on veils lot full information
=?
HOMEMADE BREAD
to George 1A. Campbell, $66
= HOT APPLE PIE
Maple Ave Stennywle REqM 9
1741 (day 11 .site(
_41111111 lilt I I Ihlllttlhthlti
imi

7he 5-d1e?!
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Plans Return

Talented Field for All-Comers
*

San Jose State To Host
Sunnyvale Meet Tonight
Etitrics hum outstanding track
stars of not thorn California have
reached the desk (4 Spartan
coach Bud Winter and the roster
of competitors makes each event
promising for tonight’s annual
All -Comers meet, set for Fremont
high school in Sunnyvale at 7
p.m.
San Francisco state. Fresno
state, Sacramento state, Central
Counties athletic assn.. SJS frosh
and Santa Clara Youth Village
are all converging on the mid peninsula town as well as States
varsity cindernien.

track

*

*

’ Olympic team last July and is a
fine competitor.
Also in the field will be Fran
Washington who teamed up with
fellow hurdler Elias Gilbert a
couple of years back to put
Winston-Salem i North Carolina) ,
teachers’ college on the map.
Washington has a 13.5 time to
his credit.
The F1140 might turn out to be
the best race *pen in the area
this season. Three VS Olympic
teammate., Jerry Seibert, Ernie
Cunliffe and Jun Beatty will
all be at the starting line.

Barnes Explains Absence
up," said ball and track teams. He also was
the first Negro to become a memVance.
He explained that he belongs ber of the Rambler High y is
to Omega Psi Phi, a fraternity Oakland.
international in scope with emphasis on manhood, scholarship,
perseverance, and uplift: he would
like to spend more time on books
in order to uphold the fraternity’s
tradition.
Vance’s high jump mark w a s
broken early this year by Gen e
Zubrinslcy. About that he said
"Since I’m only a junior. I plan
on playing basketball and high
After finishing the basketball jumping next year."
Delicious dishes of Mexico
season this year. Vance decided
Vance attended Oakland high
await you at ...
not to go out for the track team. school and played on the basket’
"The main reason I’m not ou;
for track this year is because I
FINEPORTRAITS
felt that I needed to allow more
20% Discount To Students
time for studying. My over-all
.4uguJi Ramiro: Simko
grade point is about a 2.3, but I
39 E. San An’.’
Distinctive Bridal Photography
CY 5-9E23
By Appointment
By LARRY LOVETT

THE
SPANISH KITCHEN

Has Problems
N.Y. Boxer

The Youth Village offers Keith
A number of unattached perSTRATEGIC SHIFTSJS track mentor Bud Winter
will move
Thomason in the 440 to run
formers will also he on hand,
speedy Willie Williams (r.) to the 440 tonight to give his Spartan
with real talent among their
against Willie Williams of SJS.
squad more balance. Williams chesed teammate Dennis Johnson
Willie strained a muscle in handnumbers. Tuna Harrison picked
in the sprints earlier in the season but has been out with an inup a blue ribbon in the second
ing fellow Spartan Denny Johnjury for the past three weeks. Against Occidental, Williams was
heat of the high hurdles at Mt.
son his only 1961 defeat.
clocked in :46.0 in an anchor relay leg.
SIAC Saturday wUl have his
After a three-week rest the
hands full tonight.
TIJUANA, Mexico, (UPI)The
Compton flash is ready for duty
Jim Ball, a former UCLA Bruin in the quarter mile. His initial outclassed. He ran an unofficial battles Harry Edwards and Dan Tijuana Boxing Commission toStuitney of SJS. Sylvester had
now stationed at Oxnard Air 1961 quarter outing wil be a :46.0 anchor relay leg earlier in
a throw of 192 -feet at Mt. SAC day was scheduled to review
Rave Rase. ran 13.9 in another tough one. Thomason ran the fast- the year.
featherweight
Lab
Guerrero’s
and Edwards flipped the disc
The field events will be loadheltt at the same meet. Chuck est race of 1961 at the distance
195 in a practice tow at the
sixth-round disqualification viced also. In the discus, Jay SylCobb the former Stanford cap- Saturday. with an impressive :46.1
Walnut meet.
tain. narrowly missed the U.S. performance. Williams won’t be vester, competing unattached.
tory over veteran Ike Chestnut.
Sylvester will be favored in the
The disqualification Monday

Anderson: ’Strong Club’

Footballers Look Formidable
By JOHN MOORE
three months away,
With spring practice just con- look bright for Bob
cluded and the regular season but 1961 football team.

Titchenal’s

The line is heftier and quicker.
The backfield is dotted with es-

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED

tablished. experienced ballhandlers, and if spring practice is
indication, the team spirit should
be the best in several seasons.

any

Special Student Rates

Donahue and Ray Pena. Donahue, a two year veteran, would
have to be given first call but,
according to Anderson, Pena is
the type of player that "improves every time he goes onto
the field".

The guards are big

and fast
develop as

shot put as well. The ex-Utah
state ace finished second Saturday with a put of 61-%. State’s
best representative is freshman
Pat Kelso, who has already registered a throw of over
surpassing Billy Joe

55-feet,

Wright’s
school mark.
Studney In the javelin, Dick
Gear, Dick Kimmell and Jeff
Chase in the pole vault. Laszlo
Tabori In the two-mile and freshman Bobby Bonds in the low
hurdles are other stars in a promising list of competitors.

night ended the scheduled 12round nontitle bout before some
3,500 disapproving fans.
Referee Ray Solis declared
Guerrero, 126, of Mexico, the winner after a cut appeared over the
boxer’s right eye and his handlers
claimed he was butted by Chestnut 126, New York.
Chestnut received a standing
ovation when he left the ring, a
token of fans’ disapproval of the
decision.
The alleged butt was not apparent to ringsiders.

yet they failed to
"We were pleased with spring quickly as expected this spring.
drills." stated end coach Harry With men like Dick Clanton, John
Anderson, "and we feel that with Sutro and Bill McGrath (injured
hard work and the proper spirit most of the spring) the problem
in the fall we will field a strong doesn’t appear too serious. Sutro,
is a 250-pound converted tackle
club."
with good speed.
84
o.:QoQ
Glancing through the SJS mater
A
At center steady dependable
it is not hard to understand AnBEFORE I delve into Die collection of odds and ends. I
Hank Chamness has continued to I
derson’s optimism.
do a fine job. Chamness could ’ would like to clarify one point. ’Alen reading this column, you
The line is AA strong or
easily he the team’s finest line- Will not run across the pronoun. we. The opini tttt s expressed
stronger than any Sslti line in
backer. Backing Chamness is Dick herein are my own. I have no ghost writers helping me out and
the past five years. Tackle is
Beazell. offensively one of the until you see more than one name in the headline above, the prosolid through the first two units.
noun will be in agreement with the number of writer.. It will be
squad’s best lineman.
The ends are as deep and posThe backfield though studded first person singular.
sibly deeper. Hank chtunness is
*
*
*
with stars doesn’t have the depth
a good college "enter and acBASEBALL COACH
Sobezak must. at this point. be a
of the forward wall.
cording to Anderson guard is

latest models
fully guaranteed
free aschang

,

modern office machines, 94
124 E. San Fernando Li)

prospects

:21Fr_

Lip

-si
B_ok Store)
FREE DELIVERY
CY 3-5253
1111Pos

potentially one of
strongest positions.

the

team’s

Quarterback could be the lone
eseeption. Presently, none of the
The big man in the San Jose’ top three field generals could
claim sole pleOieAA1011 of the top
’line are tackles Jim Cadile and
spot. Backfield coach Gene
Leon Donohue. "They are so big
Menges said both Chem Gallegos
’ and so strong that they can afand DaSe RonIllevs have been
ford to make mistakes the average ballplayer could never get "hot and cold", showing mowith," Anderson maintained. ments of greatness In eertain
Isolated situations.
Jack Woodward, first string on
"If the opening game were tolast year’s outfit and Mike Walsh.
a JC transfer from Monterey pen- morrow, I wouldn’t know who to
insula college. gave Titchenal a start. Roth looked good in the
pair of reliable alternate tackles. Spring Bowl game and both have
1 The coaching staff has also been looked equally bad at one time
impressed by two promising fresh- or another during the spring."
men. Walt Firstbrook and J i m stated Menges.
Ratty.
Robby Kane. the sophomore
,

away

At end it’s the Same story depth and talent. Charlie Elder.
who made a good showing this
spring after transferring from
Hartnell JC. is currently listed
i as the No. 1 tinft’s right end
Behind Elder there is Dave Chaid
and Duane Holman with
the
coaching staff expecting even
more help from an unnamed junior college grad.
On the other side of the line
the spartans have two iiiitstanding passx-catilling ends In (tvciir

would like to bring It

makes a star athlete decide not to compete in a sport in
which he held a school record?
This question was asked of Vance
Barnes last week.
Barnes is a two-year letterman
for the varsity basketball team
at San Jose State College. He also
set the SJS high Jump record in
track last year with a jump of
6-10 after only two days of practice.
What

transfer from Marquette. has

impressed Menges with his "f i ne
arm", hut the slender righthander
just doesn’t have the experience
to take charge of the Spartan
forces.
The remainder of the gold
unit backfield IR all returnees
from Titehenarn 11160 team.
Headed
by Johnny "Touchdown" Johnson. the trio of
starters could match speed and
esperlenee with any backfield
iin thi ik ist

1

ROOSEVELT CLEANERS
9I6 E. SANTA CLARA

Angelo’s Steak House
OPEN 24 HRS.
dining in the _
LARIAT ROOM

Delectable

72 E. Santa Clara

other locations
The Steer House
Old Colony Steak House
Rsse
195 South is St.

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the . . .

MOTEL CITY CENTER
. . . where they will enjoy
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
46 New Deluxe Units and Heated Pool.
Free TV and also Phones in Every ROOT.
King Size Beds and Family Units.
Special Rates to Students and Their Guests
Within Walking Distance of Campus.

SOUTH SCCOND
AT REED
CYpress 4-299!
ommeMmellisamma

Prevent Boldness
Grow Healthier Hair
The danger
are: hair thinning, tight scalp, it’"
dandruff, dry or grearl scalp. GeT
professional treatment that clear
stimulates the scalp, invigorate
and lett!+/-; tir

aw

Student Rates

Free Examination
1,4

-,-at

Till0Ison

’

mrii-

Mr

HAI’, AND
SCALP SPECIALISTS
_
210 South First Street, Rm. 201

CY-3-8173

HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
SPECIALS

ERIC PROFESSIONAL FM

TUNER

Rvga ler linee

NOV

everybody’s talking about ’em, so we’re bringing ’em back
THE FALCONS
(returning after a successful engagement lest fridey night)

JOSE

CY 7.7t84

Two

BRING COPY OF THIS AD WITH YOU

"SPECIALISTS IN DANCABLE MUSIC"

86 SOUTH FIRST

steaks and chop,
tamales, tacos
tostados

Purchase a Record Changer
or Turntable at regular net price
receive your choice of III RE M71)
or AUDIO EMPIRE 108
with diamond needle for 1 cent.

Slow and Easy
Fit ... the
"Palm Beach"
by Marie Phillips

f.
or sto.1

$1.00

chipt3

TOM AND LARRY’S PRESENTS

Who.
-ynlook rayon fair
Gik,on
new, refaced lie. in
our sleeveless, eased sheath
with chic leather cord tie at
The waist. For stray breeze,
flsere’s the short thieved cotton knit jacket toipad in navy.
Sifts 5 to 15,

Featuring:
Combination Dir,

We 1st ante DRESS

SPORTS
PROFILE

man of mixed entot
-. Sophomore Dave Turnbull, the surpri,e
package of the 1961 Spartan club, is the latest prospect for the
otnnipresent pro baseball scouts. Last year Gene Tagliaferri awl
Dick Holden were m
I aces for SJS and both signed contract instead of returning to complete their collegiate careers.
*
*
*
SPEAKING OF Dick Holden, the ex-Spartan lefty ran into
trouble in his first professional start. Pitching for the Bois,
Braves in the Class C. Pioneer league. Holden was blasted for
eight runs in three innings.
*
*
*
DENNIS JOHNSON. who will break the IM-yard dash reiord before the season’s done, is my pick for greatest sprinter since
lease Owens. Check the "Calypso Comet’s" record this year. It is
lie most consistent ever recorded. Denny has a :09.2 I wind
aided I, three :093s, two :09.4s and a :09.5 i his slowest),
*
*
*
BROAD it’VIPER Ralph Boston told an interviewer at the
Drake Relays that his preceding leap was what he ternted bis
"safety valve jump. I purposely take off front behind the boar!
so that
have a fair jump to make it into the finals... The distance ... 25.1%.
*
*
*
RECENT DISMISSAL of veteran quarterback Vito Parini
by the Oakland Raiders is a strong indient
that the east ba
.AFI. club has confidence in the ability of former Spartan signal
caller Mike Jones, Jones turned down an offer front Ow \ IT
Ititbsitstrgh Steelers to sign with the Raiders and may be battling
for a starting job conic August.
*
*
*
N1OST COLORFUL figure at the recent intramural wrestling
tournament was ex.boxer Stu Bartell. the Brooklyn Cowboy. The
versatile glogger showed up for his 1771 ))))) nd bout with a red
salinas Ilelux straw hat.
and blaek

CY 3-7471

942 E. Santa Clara

TOM AND LARRY’S
PIZZA PARLOP

TOM AND LARRY’S TOM AND LARRY’S TOM AND LARRY’S
PIZZA PARLOR
1660 E. SANTA CLARA AT 34th

PIZZA PARLOR

20% OFF

"We

Can

ON

Handle

1\11 Hitt

ALL ’1

All

ALCO-PARAMOUNT

Your

Electronic

Needs"

79 So, 3rd St.

SECOND FLOOR HI -Fl DEPT.
OPEN MON. & THURS. Ill 9

P.M.

Willie, Wall)/, Warren; Baseballers Beat Moragans ;;;";;:rnY
Netters Defend
Who’s Player of Month
Twice: Jurivich Swats .437

The National League has a
tern on its hands when it conies
time to choose its player of the
month for April.
Three senior circuit stars currently hold hot hands in the race
for the coveted award, now in its
third year of existence.
First would be Wally Moon
author of the slicing home run

USED
CARS
1960 VALIANT
r r _ r r, --- -e ,
standard transmission
radio & heater
$1795
19,000 miles

’59 FORD FAIRLANE
4 bor:,,,
-.
automatic transmission
c 1495
ladio a, heater
one local owner

rEl,

1960 VALIANT
4 DOOR i.
standard transmission
radio 8 heater
$1895
.,ry cltran

shots in the Los Angeles Con
The Slightly built southpaw swin
Mg outfielder has kit eight hoe,
ers, all of them over the (’hine.,
screen that adorns C.’) the L 1
ballyard. Moon leads the league ..,
hitting with a .397 murk.
Another candidate would 1)1.
Willie Mays, the Giants’ $85,000
bargain. Mays set the diamond
world agog recently when he
crashed four homers all over 400
feet- in a game with Milwaukee,
knocking in eight runs.
Next comes Warren Spahn, the
superb southpaw who tossed the
second no-hitter of a fabulous career to beat the Giants, 1-0, and
then came back to narrowly miss
another one on a two-hitter against
the Dodgers, wining his third
game. 4-1.
The choice here has to be Spahn.
-

FOR RENT
A’1"FlIA(:TIVF:
TWO BEDROOM Iliti
PFALEFI I. COI", I
,t It1101

oN1.1

kI/1 1.TS

1954 MERCEDES

Iom pi, Iv FurniAlied
boo hi f,uiroge
t.arden II or!,’ l’rorided
.Near .11arket am!
Service Nutrient

4 DOOR SEDAN 301,
AM.FtA radio (4 saaralom)
heater & defroster t2495
st
extremely clean
EL GATO
Import Sales
F ,. - - 5 ’,
Romeo-Lancia
open ptiei till 530 till 6 on Sun.
291 E. Main St.
EL 4-4700
LOS GATOS

I 511 Ah"FEHNIIII N

13

167) IlerrYi

51
1ii hid

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
John Jurivich
Behind the scenes in San Jose’s recent,
captured conference baseball title many
outstanding individual performances can
be noted but none to equal that of
John Jurivich Spartan outfielder. Before
their last encounter the husky six footer
had gained an outstanding .430 batting
average in 100 trips at bat. The team
average stands at .245. Jurivich missed
eight games of play or he would undoubtedly have topped the team’s record of 50 hits in a season’s Play.

7A.17C,AZZ rATTE17.
ART CLASS
Tit

l

..1Cr."Ge24,
CLASS, IF YOU WANT A
MASTERPIECE OF ART
THERE’S NOTHING MORE
BEAUTIFUL -MAN A STACK OF
UNCLE JOHN’S GOLDEN BROWN
PANCAKES TOPPED WM-I
CREAMY WHIPPED BUTTER
AND DRIPPING WITH
AMBER SYRUP/
(Wax)

15"4,44.X7

F.7.0C:a.
FM WS Vial A

It)

fit

it.S;\

14Y60iff
A477Y JOCIPNAIA/N,

tAC.54.

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 SO. FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE

’

di ill 11, 1
t:apping a ter
tali, late-eason rush, Coach Ed
r...1,.,..1. s ’,pitman baseball team
-%,.pt :11 doubleheader from St.
.)
I male vesterda to cumpltte the
campaign with a 16.23 mark and
a 9-1 record good for first place
in the West Coast Athletic Conference.
After a miserable first half In
which the locals won only three
of their first 20 contests, they
I jelled at mid-season and ripped
down the home stretch with a 13-6
ledger that featured the lusty slug: ging of outfielder John Jurivich.
&which, a junior who’ll be
featured in Sobsezak’s ’62 lineup. slummed two hits in three
trips to the plate yesterday to
raise his seasonal average to .437
sshich possibly may be an Willem.. sets batting high for a regular.

tapped Moods lot a pair eel their
three safeties, but the Spartans
tallied once in each of the fourth
and fifth frames to earn the nod.
Firstbaseman Tom Rike walked,
stole second, was sacrificed to
third by Dave Turnbull, and tallied
on a wild pitch for the equalizer.
In the fifth, Woods singled, stole
second, and easily scored the winning run on Steve Chell’s well -hit
triple.
In the one-sided nightcap, SJS
bucked Tureibules steady fourhit chuckling with u 17 -lilt barrage to record a 12-2 verdict.
It was Turnbull’s eighth win of
the season against seven losses and
it marked the earong-armNI right -

hander’s ele%entil toinielete game.
He struck out seven Moiagans.
I The Spartans scored a pair in
I each of the first and third innings,
tallied four in the fourth, added a
trio in the sixth, and terminated
their seasonal scoring on a seventh
inning solo Jurivich home run.
which landed in a clump of trees
in left field after fighting a strong
wind 410 feet from home plate.
Rike paced the attack with fourfor-four and last year’s bat champ.
Doug McChesney, rapped a trio.
Jurivich’s homer on his last at bat
gave him the triple crown kilting 1.4371. RBI 1251, and round trippers r 21.
Wait till next year,

Cs..c.cote

fit/

BILL SCHAEFER
last match

’Playing Tootsies’

M
1;id

Errors Ruin

Spartababe
Win Mark

1

mm

Crown

High
SANTA CLAI:A 1 1: r
NIcElhenny, former San krancisco
Forty Niner halfback who was ac’mired this winter by the Minne,ta Vikings, said Wednesday .....
he had not come to term:
the new National Football IA ..
club.
McElhenny first said that
might retire rather than leave t,
grocery business in the San Francisco bay area, but since has indicated he may be changing his
mind.
"We’re still playing footsies and
I have not sent them a signed
contract." he said when asked to
comment on a publLshed report
he had agreed to play for Minnesota next year.

Schaefer will be participating in
his last collegiate competition
when he leads the invasion toree
for the defending champs. Ile suffered only three setbarks during
the dual meet season. Schaefer is
I he club’s only senior.
ither Spartans making the trip
-igath will be Goirdie Stroud. Lee
!Junta, Larry Willens and Stinson
’Judah.
Top-seeded in the WCAC is Don
Clark of Pepperdine. Ile won
dropped a 5-4 decision.
e,
against San Jose but the 1A’avet;

Judoists Promoted
At Norcal Tourney
: Four members ot the SJS Babe
I team were promoted Sunday at
I the Northern California pronstik
, tic,nal tournament in South -San.
Francisco.

Track ’rickets

Spartan Dexter O’Day led the
SJS promotions as he won seonei
place in the brown belt division.
His performance W111’11111 I fLl a promotion tee first degree brown belt.
Tom spet,lar
’,:enfeerd Al.
arid
’,Dane otfv1 to second degreeblown belt by virtue of their per-,
tormance, strut Curtis Spott re-.
veivetl third degree brown belt
recognit ion.

I41 M’t
, 110
Ilse fiPlan
nal home appearance of Si.IS’s
track team tonight should get
their tickets today In the Student Affairs business office. I Contestants from all over northj TH16.
ern California were entered in -the
1
Tickets for the All-Corners ,ompetition which was executed on
Meet are priced at $1.50 general an individual basis. The number of
admission and 50 cents aith throws completed by each contestAstB cards.
ant determined the promotions. ,s

Lotz-Led Spartans
Meet Tribe There
When the Sp
at Palo Attu this alternoon. tiles
will be there for only one reason
--to avenge the 20-7 defeat they
suffered at the hands of Stanford
last week.
SJS ace Johnny Lotz will b.
leading his teammates with renewed vigor, as he suffered his
only loss of the season at the hands
of Bill Farish. the Indians’ No. 1
golfer. Lotz will have to be ex- I
tremely sharp in order to beat
Farish, because the big Indian Null
have the advantage of playing ,,n
his home course.
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
Special Student Rates

A & M Auto Repair
156 E. San Salrador

/2/lief

NAVAJO LOUNGE
RESTAURANT
OAKERY WEST SAN CARLOS AT
SHASTA, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

5.11itiey’Af
CAMPBELL AVENUE & WINCHESTER FD
CAMPRELL, CALIFORNIA

cpiee9
OCEAN & WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

pieey
535 E SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

cpieey
GRANT ROAD & EL CAMtN0 REAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA

CY 5-4247

cpiee9:4

CAR WASH
APPROVED Minute -Man SERVICE
FAST - BES’

Et. CAMINO REAL AT OLIVOS
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Breasted Chicken to fake home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Breasted
Chicken for your party. Front
one order to a thousand.

Locutions
21 North Fifth Street
77 South Montgomery Street

SPIVEY’S

Speed Quality SOFT WATER

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

LOW, LOW SUMMER RATES
Modern Furnished Apartments.
AS Le’ AS $8() Fin- 1 WO iirItirOiPm I Hit,
SWIMMING POOL WITH MOST UNITS
ROOMMATES FURNISHED IF DESIRED
CONVENIENTLY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Also, These Brand New Units Have
.
All Electric Kitchens, Carports, And ...
NO SERVICE CI-,ARGE

OPEN WIDE and SAY A -H-H-IP
Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
Bottled under authority of The CocaCola Company by

COCACOLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF SAN JOSE, San lose, California

Don’t Walt!

\ TH STREET PHARMACY
TENTH AND SANTA CLARA
Hours: 8-10 p.m
10-6 Sunday

PRESCRIPTIONS P. 0.No.Steles
6

-

San Jose State’s tennis
has departed for Los Ali
!where they will participate in tlIS
WCAC tournament beginning tomorrow. The league championship
will culminate another sucees,Wal
season for the Spartan squad.
Pepperdine will he the site of the
tourney arid the host Waves are
expected to be SJS’ toughest obstacle in the fight for the title.
The locals won the affair last
ar with Nick Scharf legating the
Scharf won the singles crown
and teamed with Bill Schaefer
tor the doubles championship.

tra ’Mac’ Fails To Sign
aparicui SPEAK ING

Senior Bob Woods hurled a
A WA
moth three-hitter while whiffing
,,.en in posting a 2-1 victory in
Ii,’ first of the two seven-inning
IITIDS
I.ast Friday night in
..s.,arold 11., ke Hall
The Gaels pasted a 1-0 lead for
ser Larry Appel, who hurled a to the ball gallit. all, his father. Nothing earth-liaking about
r’-latter, in the third sir,. they that. Lots of kid- gee to the ball game ss it le Dad.
For Dick ie. f
he
Giant-firtie, game was the see
had seen, and as far
...riled. Dickie’s dud
Vlarren Spalite is c
care bring I
around all the timi
e-peciallv when Spain’ is on
the mound.
Sports page scanners know that Spalm. Friday night. tossed
the second nudiitter of his incredibly aonillrotis career. beating the
Giants and Sans Jones. 1-0.
Spahn’s other no-hit gem was turned in last year, when Warren mystified the Philadelphia Phillies, 4.0, in a September 16
night game.
And who was in the stands, witnessing his first big league
ball tame? Dickie Hall. that’s also,
ednesday night in Milwaukee. Spalete took on the unenA shaky defense, unfortunately
insistent, throughout the past viable task Id following IL no-hitter. Vt. hat does a guy do for an
in Warren Spain’s. vim come
I.Ay games has caused the fresh- encore? Nit ell.. sir. if f.attr.
,..in baseball team to suffer a bre.dhlessl% it..., to notching another ullc. 011 settle tor a tv.0...w more losses than its early hitterand yietory No. ’2,0I in a remarkable baseball life.
Spalinie beat the Dodgers V. ednesilay, allossing just two sinperformance indicated It
,ason
gles. Hot that
tell the slor. lie surrendered a tainted
sould.
g when leftfiebler Mel Roach let Junior
At one time earlier in the spring, single in the fourth in
the frosh record was 8-2, but a Gilliam ’s fly ball intimidate Irina.
Roach, after misjudging the ball, made a desperate dive to
1-4 performance in league games
up until yesterday has caused the glove it. Too late. Gootlbe. no.hitter.
Tommy Davis. puss .-r-hitting Dodger outfielder whose
overall record to "skid" to 10-7.
muscles have muscles. lined a two-out single into left field in the
The Spartababes lost to Stanninth. Vsn Scully. Dodger broadcaster, announced that the hit
ford 4-3 in 10 frames on Saturday,
had erased all doubt as to Spalin’s no-hitter falling before a quirk
.ind duplicated the mark in the
of tough luck.
loss column to Cal on Wednesday
But. 4l r. S,’ril is In. ia couM Dai- liae batted if Roach hail
by the score of 12-1. Both games
gathered in Gilliam!. feeble his in the fateful fourth?
were league games, and both oozed
One Inure’ eiewstion.
as Diekie Hall in the stands? That
with errors. According to frosh might be the niore important question at that.
coach Bill Gustafson, over 10 er*
*
*
run-s were committed in both
Spahn
Perhap, ssc!re oserdoing this no-hitter
games.
-aid in a post -game inters iew that he was sat isfied just to gel
recent
overall
of
the
In spite
the victor:t. Still. it would lease- been nice to -n-,’ the haw k -beaked
failure of the defense, there hae Milwaukee master get leis third gem. 0111 Is
g and Bob
fensie
of
individual
been consistent
Mg, ill this select
Feller leaNe el
it three times and Spalin
ballplayers
performances by a few
class.
First baseman Len Rosenfeld is
bf. the first to admit that he’d base liked an
Spalsn
-viinging his bat at a .360 clip. other no-hitter. But he was dead se-ruin- on lien he stated that he
,utfielder Bob Lange is batting wanted the skim’s- :dime all else. For spahn is more than a
pist under .350, and little Ken pitcher., in the sense that Ted Williane in a a hitter. V. arren
Takahashi has been "terrific" Spahn is a great competitor---a team leader. He i. alone in ability,
h4th at third base and at the but not in purpose.
plate, according to Gustafson. TaYou don’t write anything about Sp.ilin nowadays without
--polio is no ordinary
,..:Masi is batting about .300 be- mentioning Isis age. %Mei) happens to lie
consistently making spec- 441- ear-old, to he sure. Ile is THE 40-year-old.
+Aridar plays at the hot corner.
-Talus, according to thee.- close to the Brase; spring segao
is tel camp reads to pitch. Not to-- the kill
The SJS frosh close out the Hi recent searS. c
,cason this afternoon at San Fran- to loosen minter’s rested mu, le- but pitch. One Milos :seek.,
- ,-y-to against the USF first year publicist describes the scene so liiipahnie first report, lei camp.
the gus lie% playing
"He stands about PM 1,.1 ass as hr
in a make-up game of an
iin out
catcls with and starts firing curses. lie’s amazing. V. e have hun
caution our younger pitchers not to imitate him for fear they’ll
break their antis. remember having any arm trouble over In
ALTERATIONS
Spain’ Iii ti
span in baseball. "I usually start slowly. but it’s never
WOMEN’S CLOTHING
been due to arm trouble,- he says.
PICK UP AND DUMMY
Go out to Candlestick Park and see Spain] some time. Watch
AM 2.2038
I lie grace with which he deli.irs the hall. The rearing bunk, high
kirk of the leg and subsequent fluid (Misery all blend to gin’
lion flawlessly superb horns. You don’t make tile Hall of Fame on
1.,rin. But by using his whole body to delis er the ball. Spell’s
preserved his artistic left arm long rnough to record 201 sietories
On this you can waltz into the Hall.
Those who look at the gloomy side belittled Spahn for hi poor lifetime mark against the Dodgers. V. lien the southern Cali
fornians were back in Flatbusli. Spahnie was a cousin to them.
often than not. But there were not
I
They helted hint ar
1 up to the 011nlatight front such hitters
many southpaws who st
as Reese. Robin -on. Campanella. Hodges and halals,.
the great left hander to a Dodger aiisault.
Bather than ex’
Spalm’s managers and Ise has mit-LIN...I .1 few at Boston and
!Milwaukee %mild "seise- him for another chili.
But 55 arren needs nobody to apologize for hint. 1.efty Grose.
considereil in many to be the peerless pitcher uniting soutlipas,-.
won 31 games in a Pest/011-55ithout a single start against the
vaunted 1..iiikees. They don’t knock Grove.
Spaliti’s triumph over the Tkolgern Nt’ednesday night was his
fif teem Is w in against 30 losses to them.
When Spain] beat Sam Jones in his no-hit masterpiece Fri.
day. Jones was a disappointed Poser. But he co llllll ented on his
conqueror its a post -game interview: "He’s the greatest lefthander
I’ve seen.No praise can rate higher^with Spain’ than that. As Ella Fitzger if is the singer’s dieg, I. Ise is the pitcher’s pitcher.

ft TT
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MAKE Rcservofions Early

cpartan kental Septice
405 SOUTH NINTH

CT I 88’7

Friday, May 5, 1961
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GETTING READY

Twelve Professors To Attend
Chemistry Teachers Meeting

State Grants Sabbatical Leaves
To Sixteen Faculty Members
By ELIAS ABUNDIS
Sabbatical leave has been approved for sixteen SJS faculty
members by the State Board of
Education for the 1961-62 academic year to study a variety of
subjects ranging from engineering
to language.
In announcing the leaves, SJS
Vice Pres. William J. Dusel said
this will be the final year leaves
will be approved by the State
Board of Education.
Beginning this June leaves will
be approved by the newly formed
State College Board of Trustees.

sities; and Dr. Andrew P. Lassen
to study possible efferts of European movements toward closer
the
economic cooperation on
American economy.
VARIED STUDIES
Dr. Howard B. Melendy will
conduct research and writing of
a historical monograph on California’s attitude toward the Oriental from 1849 to 1940; Dr William
D. Moellering plans to study at
University of Salamanca and
study idiosyncracies of Spanish
syntax and culture in Spain;
Assoc. Prof. Leonard G. Stanley
will study sculpture program and

FULL PAY LEAVES
Granted full pay leaves ar,
Pro. Jack H. Holland, to stud’
and compare purchasing proc,dures in the United States an
Europe; Dr. Alice L. Dement,
assemble and disseminate Me.: mation regarding opportunities f...
college women graduates in cterent world of work; Dr. Artui.
B. Fallico, to consult with livin.
European philosophers and pre -1 Two SJS professors will attend
pare a college text on existential- i the social studies council of Northism; Dr. Jack E. Fink, to study ern California conference tomorhumanities programs of European, row at the University of San
Asian and Middle East univer- Francisco.
Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos, associate professor of history, stated he
will trace the development of national goals through the historical
process from the Declaration of
PRESBYTERIAN
Independence to our day in his
CHURCH
speech "National Goals in a Historic Prospective".
Dr. Jack W. Sutherland, assistThe Alameda at Shasta
ant professor of education, will act
1.1
CY 4-7447
as program director for the conference.
The theme for the conference
Sunday Services
will be "The Social Studies and
8:30 & 11 a.m.
National Goals."

Two Profs
Will Atten
S F Confab

WESTMINSTER

7:00 p.m.

.1ents

9:40 a.m. Perspective

A

"Basic Christian Beliefs.’

.H

TO INDIA, GERMANY
Granted difference in pay leaves
were: Dr. Charles C. Carter, to
obtain knowledge and experience
in basic and aplied science education in India. a newly industrializing nation; Dr. Henry C. Meckel,
to study English curriculum and
instructional problems in the U.S.
Army’s schools for dependents in
Germany;
Dr. Dorothy N. Foote. to complete research and writing of second historical novel on the Elizabethan period; and Dr. Grace S.
Forbes to study and gather materials for teaching family health
and safety in Japan, Israel and
Lebanon.

INCREASE OF FOUR
The 16 members granted leave
were an increase of four from
last year’s 12 but Dr. Dusel indicated the number of members
4 eligible for leaves increases as
the faculty increases.
In order to be eligible for a
I sabbatical leave members must
A ttud,t chaos.: for the doubter.
first serve for six years on the
questioner, and believer
invites you to
faculty.
The state authorizes 5 percent
Morning Worshilp Sunday 10 am.’
Seonon "God Can I. C010.1{1r/q
if the faculty to be granted sabPlace: CCC tOth & San Cilt101
batical leave during the year. Of
these 5 percent, 5 percent are
granted half a semester of full
Frontier Forums Sun. 7:30 p.m.
pay.
Pierre dLettre
Leaves are granted on basis of
Topic: A Theology of Freedom
the demonstrated ability of appliPiave: St. Paul’s Solethod;st
across from Men’s Dorm
cant, and vale, of the project to
the college.

St. Thomas Chapel

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
(tailored for

teaching methods in are departments of California, Oregon and
Washington colleges and universities.
Dr. John C. Woodward. will investigate and evaluate the literary
career of Harold Frederick. American novelist in Washington, D.C..
New York, Georgia and Connecticut; Dr. Marion T. Birdwill will
prepare publication of materials
and notes on mathematics acquired during his 28 years of colleeg teaching.
Dr. Elizabeth M. Prange to
study and do research in neuromuscular physiology and psychology as related to learning motor
skills; Dr. William W. Lorell, to
study modern advanced civil engineering method and complete a
textbook on advanced reinforced
concrete design at Technical University of Vienna.

6:00 p.m. Knos Club
’Dating and Marriage’
Transportation at
7th, San Fernando & San
Carlos at 9:15

Campus Christian Center
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

Spartaguide
.

TRI-C ACTWITES
11111110 AND SAN

ANTONIO STtit t

"WEEKEND IN THE SIERRAS"
AT HUME LAKE MAY 12-4
Plan now to attend next weekend in the high Sierras enjoying di,’
emotion groups, personal reflection. recreation, and guest speaker
Dr. Dose Hubbard. The allinclusise cost is $12.00 For information
and resersations call CY 8.2165.
Regular program this -nimbly May Tth
program 110 p.m.
e:in a.m. and Tit!
Seminar
11 14 NT.- I 11101151 I Y INN ITF,D
Sit

TODAY
Friday Flicks, "The Yearling,"
Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, Morris Dailey auditorium, 7:30 p.m.,
25 cents.
SUNDAY
Protestant Ecumenical council,
meeting, speaker; Pierre deLattre.
Bread and Wine mission. "A Theology of Freedom," 405 S. 10th St.,
7:30 p.m.
Radio-Television guild, meeting.
elections, 1734 Hallmark In., 7:30
p.m.
a4111111

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25. lin* first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send Is Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Rastais
Summer Session, 2 bad
k

nr.s.
’

47,

hors, wnll
5,

Le.
wail

1,1,1

MONDAY
Rally committee executive council, meeting, College Union. 3:30
pm.
On d
Sophomore class, meeting, C’11’Ill Mt. Vow 149, 3:30 p.m.
Pi Omega Pi, meeting, T11124,
I
955 Trailernew paint, clean through :3:20 p.m.
Lutheran Student assn., reli--.rb & showersacrifice. $1550.
1.6428 evenings.
gious drama discussion, 300 S
’54 Chew. Elel Air hd.toe, con’.’, rust. 10th st . 7 p.m.
Student Body, meeting to b.
-eon. r/h, stand. shift $500 TH 30 or
ASB office candidates speak, 51
ris Dailey auditorium 3.30 p
Last &Pew/

Lost, black wallet in Men’s gym, Sat.
Call Bob Race, CY 4-6019 or leave at
College Union,

41,-

WOMEN ENJOY DELUXE LIVING de, DIRTY LAUNDRY, for Students Laundry
ing sa’n’er school or weri New es’, Service, free pickup & delivery. 24 he,
Irse opt, Low rates. See ba’oo yo ran, service. CY 4-2420. 60c per 8 lb.
CRESTWOOD MANOR 643 S. 84. CY
4-e’r
Serious male student seeking apt. with
s’9 EM 6-5457 alter 6 p.m.
ARE YOU PLANNING TO GO TO
,
SUMMER SCHOOL?
MIssioltainsises
:nvno r
r

Par Sale

Services

’$3 Stud., R & H 0.0. 6 rvi ehreeri., TYPING DONE IN MY HOME AN k
enure, $196, CY $6190,

i 1 1.

Mercury capsule with the aid of a Cape Canaveral technician.

’Future Spartans
Tests Tomorrow
An expected group of 1200 to
1500 prospective freshmen and
junior college transfers will converge on SJS tomorrow and next
Saturday to take the American
College Testing and SJS placement tests.
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, placement officer, stated that the two
two testing dates are usually the
biggest of the year, and that
closed circuit television will be
employed to handle the large
number.
"If we have to use all of the
rooms that we can use, we will
have 26," he explained. Dr. Heath
further indicated that past closed
circuit testing programs have
proved successful.
There is no charge for taking
the SJS placement tests in reading
and English usage, but a 83 fee
is charged for taking the ACT
tests.

Narcotics Traffic
Crackdown Begins
In State, Nation
S ACRA NI ENT( ) I ’1’1
Gev.
Edmund G. Brown today announced the start of a federalstate assault on narcotics tr.!.
ficking.
Brown told newsmen as he
signed into law a tough penalties
bill that George White. Northern
California and West Coast supervisor of the federal Narcotics Bureau, would serve as chief coordinator of the program.
Narcotics agents from Fresno
and San Francisco will be assigned to the Los Angeles area,
Brown said, and the stepped,’;;
program will involve new erre,’
to shut off the flow of illegal 11%1,
cotics from Mexico as well
additional undercover work
California.
Brown said the outlines of Ilse
new program were worked oa
with federal officials in Wash i .
ton two weeks :SLY,
---

Luncheon Special

.

Air Line Seeks
10 Aero Interns
United Air Lines will pick 10
students from the Aeronautics
department to participate in a
program which will involve working with ground crew members
this slimmer
Students will receive journeyman’s wages and will be eligible
for all privileges to regular UAL
employees, stated Prof. Thomas
E. Leonard head of Aeronautics
department in announcing the program.
It will be trIP third summer In
which students will participate in
the program. Interested students
majoring in aeronautical maintenance may submit their names t,i
the Aeronatities department office
-
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in a series of polls conducted by L’M student
representatives in over 101) colleges throughout
the nation.
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Question #1.:
Answer:

In your opinion, who is the greatest living American?

Question #2:

Should the college curriculum, taking note of the growing
importance of science, require more science courses for nonscience majors than at present?

sa.a, !
clan. lo
seam I.,

Answer:

Yes
No
When you kiss your date, do you close your eyes?

A re
tarY Pi
a rev.,
Is j11.51’’

Question #3:
Answer:
Question *4:
Answer:

Close my eyes__ Don’t close my eyes
Can’t remember
In your opinion, which of the following types of filters gives
the best connotation of purity? (CHECK oNE)
A filter which is white inside and is wrapped in
colored paper
A filter which is dyed a color and is wrapped
in %%bite paper
A filter a hich is white inside and out_
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and answer these questions.
Then compare your answers with those of 1,383 other
college students (at bottom of page).
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Dr. Paul J. Misner, school superintendent of Glencoe. Ill., will
lead a five-day education trends
conference this slimmer at &TS,
according to Joe H. West, dean of
summer sessions.
The conference on "Trends in
Elementary Education," June 19
to 23, will evaluate many of the
new experiments and directions
which elementary education is
taking, Dean West said.
The meeting will be conducted
for elementary school teachers.
administrators and supervisors.
Subjects to be covered include
the need for improved guidance;
and evaluation programs, changing concepts of the meaning of
intelligence, automation and electronics in the schools, and emerging trends in school and community relationships, the dean said
In addition to Dr. Misner, the
staff will consist of Dr. Lowell
Keith, head of the elementary
education department; Dr. Frederick Schneider, associate professor of elementary education; Dr. ILk.
Gertrude Corcoran. assistant professor of elementary education;
and Dr. John Barr, professor of
education and author of "Guidance
and the Elementary Teacher."
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U. S. CHOICESimulating space flight, Navy Cmdr. Alan B.
Shepard, confirmed as the astronaut expected this morning to
make the first U.S. attempt to fly into space, climbs into a

professor ut chemistry and pro.
grans director for the association,
the meeting will he attended
by
chemistry instructors front tinker.
allies, colleges, junior colleges,
and hig,a
schools throughout
northern California,
’ELECTROCHEMISTRY’
The association began about
years ago, Professor Williams 12
saki,
and is divided into a northern
and southern section. The northern section, which Professor Williams will head for the coming
year, has about 165 members.
"Electrochemistry in the Missile
Industry", will he discussed by Dr.
H. J. Crosby, head of chemist!),
and plastic research. Lockheed
missiles and Space division, Sunnyvale.
LEGAND FIELD THEORY’.
’The Legend Field Theory" will
he delivered by Mrs. Gilds Harris,
physics department, University of
California Radiation lab, Livermore. Calif.
The Chem Study Program from
the Point of the Teacher", concerning a new system of teaching
chemistry, will be discussed by
Martin Glasser, Monterey high
school. and Kieth NIcelab Sir
Francis Drake high school Made
county.

Education Trends
Confab Planned
For Summer School

INCLUDES: Chcire
cheese enchilada
beef taco
tamale
tostado
with soup and coffee

Washed

’’

A dozen SJS chernistly professors will journey to Mt. Diablo’
college Saturday, May 6, for the
semi-annual meeting of the California Association of Chemistry
Teachers (northern section).
According to Arthur Williams.

Posf13

%nstser, Question =I :ix highest scoring
oilividuals: I. Koni.edy -.2. Eisenhower
Stevenson 4. Schweitzer 5. Frost
sandhurg
!This question was asked February 1981.
Note: Dr. Schweitzer is not an American. I
Answer, Question D21 Yen 30% No 70. Answer, Question #3: Close my eyes yr:
Don’t close my eyes 11%
Can’t remember VI%
Answer, Question *4: A filter which
white inside and is wrapped in colored
paper 2I’k
A tiller which is dyed a color and !wrapped in white paper 50
A filter which is white insideandout74;M was first In offer you
pure white modern filter
i
fo
Miracle Tin pure white inside, purr
s bile nutnide. And Ift Mix modern filter enables you
to lolls enjoy the rich flator of golden ripe tobacco,.
5,, each for Ilasoir ... reach for 1.A 31.
Tar LAM Campus Optn.on Poll ’Ian taken at nee too coerces strive
LAM has student representations, and mar not be a statistirall,
random seiertion of all undergraduate schools.
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